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Abstract
The degree to which something stands out against the background of its
environment communicates important information. The phenomenon of camouflage
is a testament of the degree to which visual salience and probability of survival tend
to overlap. Salient stimuli often elicit fast, reflexive movements in order to catch prey
or avoid a predator. The overarching goal of the work presented in this thesis is to
investigate how the physical salience of visual stimuli influence the programming
and execution of reaching movements. I approached this question by recording
kinematics and muscle responses during reaching movements. Broadly, this thesis
investigates the effect of the physical salience of targets on the magnitude and
latency of involuntary, spatially tuned muscle responses toward those targets.
In Chapters 2 and 3, subjects reached toward an array of potential targets on a
touchscreen. The final target was cued only after the reaching movement was
initiated. From trial to trial, targets differed in their numerosity (i.e., how many on the
left versus the right) and in their salience (i.e., their relative contrast with the
background). Different amounts of delay were introduced between the appearance
of the targets and the cue to move. The results from these two studies demonstrate
that the physical salience of (i.e., the luminance contrast differences between)
targets influences the timing and the magnitude of involuntary deviations toward the
most salient target(s) during reaching movements. At the level of individual subjects,
the degree to which someone involuntarily reached toward the salient stimulus was
predicted by the relationship between processing speeds for the different target
contrasts.
In Chapter 4, subjects reached toward individual targets that varied in luminance
contrast. Muscle activity in the right pectoralis major was recorded with
intramuscular electrodes. Consistent with past studies, there was a consistent
muscle response that was time-locked to the appearance of the target, regardless of
the reaction time for the ensuing reaching movement. The same processing speed
differences and magnitude modulations observed in Chapters 2 and 3 (due to
different luminance contrast values of the targets) were observed in these stimulusii

locked muscle responses. Further testing revealed that stimulus-locked responses
were elicited by a delayed, spatially uninformative go-cue.
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Chapter 1 : General Introduction
1.1 An evolutionary perspective on reaching
While it has become a well-worn trope in grant applications and introduction
sections, it is still worth mentioning here that the imperative to study visuallyguided movement of the limbs is partially driven by the practical medical
outcomes of such research. For patients suffering from paralysis or amputation,
neuroprosthetic limbs offer the hope of being able to manually interact with the
world once again. For example, recent studies have reported successful
neuroprosthetic control of an anthropomorphic robotic limb (for both reaching and
grasping) by individuals with tetraplegia (Collinger et al., 2013; Hochberg et al.,
2012). These exciting developments have been built upon the foundation of
decades of basic research on the neural circuits that mediate skilled, visually
guided reaching and grasping.
Basic research on visually guided movements has its own intrinsic sources of
motivation. Beyond the genuine fascination and awe that most researchers
experience as they confront the elegance of the sensorimotor system, it is also
the case that this system (in particular, the oculomotor system) is an ideal model
for understanding the rest of the brain. This is partly due to the fact that we know,
relatively speaking, a great deal about the visual system (at least in comparison
with other sensory modalities). Many of the computational algorithms that
describe the behavior of cells in the visual system are also implemented in other
systems. There is constant cross-pollination of ideas between and within the
various levels of analysis in neuroscience, and the systems-level approach to
visuomotor processing is one of the more productive pollinators.
A deeper philosophical point, however, provides a broad motivation for studying
the motor system: our brains evolved to control movement. In order to eat, to
escape threats from inanimate and animate sources, and to reproduce,
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organisms need to move. The nervous system of any organism, vertebrate or
invertebrate, is a solution to the problem of movement. This insight carves out a
general approach to studying the brain, semi-seriously referred to as “motor
chauvinism” by Daniel Wolpert (Wolpert, Ghahramani, & Flanagan, 2001), in
which everything we learn about perception, language, emotion, and every other
capacity of the nervous system, is filtered through and indexed back to
movement.
If this seems to be too extreme a position, at least consider that this motor
chauvinism is part of larger constellation of ethological approaches to the study
of the brain. All of these emphasize a point that was aptly expressed by Cisek
and Kalaska: “One of the most important facts we know about the brain is that it
evolved” (Cisek & Kalaska, 2010 pg. 275). In a broader sense, ethological
approaches attempt to maintain a focus upon the organism’s role as part of an
ecosystem; the behavior and neurophysiology of the organism cannot be
understood apart from its evolutionary past and its current interactions with its
environment.
Given any consistent empirical observation about the nervous system, there are
infinite ways of making sense of it. But the theoretical structures that end up
making sense of our empirical observations have tangible, long-lasting
consequences for our ability to make progress in science. This is primarily due to
the fact that our theories not only make sense of existing empirical findings, but
also shape our understanding of what constitutes a good empirical question.
Considering the brain in light of (1) the selective pressures under which it
evolved, and (2) the biological idiosyncrasies flowing from those pressures as
they play out in the interactions between the animal and its environment, has
proved to be a fruitful approach.
Of course, the theory of natural selection is so pervasive in every branch of the
biological sciences that one would be hard-pressed to find a scientist that is not
explicitly or implicitly operating under the assumption that it is true. And yet, the
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life sciences are littered with examples of frameworks that explain phenomena in
ways that are (at the worst) at odds with or (at the best) redundant with respect to
the more established and far more coherent framework of natural selection. In
systems and cognitive neuroscience, the most frequent examples of this occur
when principles from other fields make a helpful contribution, but then decide to
move in and take over the whole operation. Perhaps two of the more frequent
offenders in this regard are philosophy and engineering. Both (obviously) vitally
important fields in their own right, they have also bled into neuroscience in
immeasurably productive ways. But when, for example, a particularly useful
engineering principle is able to reproduce certain biological phenomena, it will
often bring with it some unhelpful conceptual baggage that may ultimately
eclipse, as Cisek and Kalaska put it, one of the most important facts about the
brain: that it evolved.

1.1.1

The value of an ethological approach

A good example of how an ethological approach clarifies empirical findings can
be found in the development of the dual streams hypothesis of the primate visual
system. Ungerleider and Mishkin (Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1982) famously
outlined a theory of two basic visual processing streams that branch off from
primary visual cortex. The dorsal stream (the “where” stream), which extends
from occipital cortex to parietal cortex, was described as being responsible for
processing the spatial location of objects. The ventral stream (the “what” stream),
which moves from occipital cortex to inferior temporal cortex, was allegedly
responsible for processing the identity of objects. Note that this distinction is
consistent with the view that vision (at least in humans) is primarily for building a
central, knowledge-based representation of the external world. This view of the
senses has dominated throughout the history of philosophy, in various forms,
until perhaps the last two centuries, and even now it still reverberates through the
impact that it has had on virtually every field that studies humans.
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Goodale and Milner (Goodale & Milner, 1992), while retaining in their model
roughly the same anatomical features of the two streams, approached the data
from an ethological perspective. For example, they proposed that the primary
role of the dorsal stream is to control visually-guided behavior. In other words,
visuomotor processing in the dorsal stream extracts the spatial features of
objects from the incoming visual signal not so that it can populate a centralized
representation of space (presumably to be used by both perception and action)
or to generate beliefs about the world, but rather to specify potential actions and
control ongoing actions. And while Goodale and Milner, for reasons of simplicity,
characterize ventral stream processing as “vision for perception”, a close reading
of their view makes it clear that the ventral stream is, ultimately, also vision for
action. In other words, while our rich, detailed visual experience of the world
relies upon ventral stream processing, the biological purpose served by that
visual experience is not to provide humans with something to contemplate and
enjoy, but rather to make movement more flexible and adaptive. Ventral stream
processing essentially unyokes our movements from the immediate incoming
visual information and provides the possibility of top-down, selective modification
of the locally competitive processes governing the dorsal stream processing of
visual information. It just so happens that an eventual byproduct of that
evolutionary innovation is the ability to experience the visual signal as a unified
scene, rich with meaningful categories.
Since the time that this ethologically inspired view of the dual visual processing
streams was first published, it has become clear that the primate dorsal visual
processing stream consists of a stunning mosaic of reference-frame- and
effector-specific sub-streams that allow for an unparalleled degree of precision
and flexibility in the visually guided control of eye and limb movements (Goodale
& Milner, 2013). Indeed, the fecundity of the dual streams framework has been
demonstrated over the past 20 years, as it has spawned countless studies and
profoundly influenced the way we think about the cortical processing of sensory
signals. It is an instructive example of the importance of the ethological
approach.
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1.1.2

Numerosity and salience

It is perhaps no coincidence that the only exclusively carnivorous primate, the
tarsier (family Tarsiidae), has remarkably large eyes that are as big as its entire
brain. The tarsier hunts at night, and it uses its acute vision to locate, leap
toward, and grasp its prey (e.g., insects, small birds, bats), often in mid-air. The
speed and accuracy necessary to accomplish this feat are mediated by a
visuomotor system that is finely tuned for guidance through fast visual feedback
(Wong, Collins, & Kaas, 2010). Across the entire animal kingdom, there are
many species that, like the tarsier, rely upon fast, visually guided limb
movements for their survival. In spite of this, relatively little is known about this
behavior as distinguished from slower, less urgent limb movements that, while
more frequent, play a different role in the survival of the animal.
Tarsiers and other predators are notable because of the speed and precision of
their movements, but even more impressive is the fact that they often perform
these movements in conditions of high uncertainty and urgency. For example, a
cheetah pursuing a herd of gazelle must track multiple targets simultaneously
until one is within reach or the cost of not committing becomes too high, all while
reacting to obstacles in the terrain. Of course, many of the same things can be
said of the prey that must rely upon the same behaviours to escape from
predators. In the case of humans, flexible intelligence has considerably reduced
our dependence upon fast, precise movements toward multiple targets. And yet
this behavior, a gift from our evolutionary ancestors, persists in activities like
hand-to-hand combat, sports, and even something as modern as the avoidance
of high-speed traffic collisions. Again, this highlights an important and yet
relatively ignored class of limb movements: those that are fast, urgent, and
directed toward multiple potential targets.
The primate visual system evolved to give considerable priority to stimuli with
features that differ from their background or context. As will be demonstrated
throughout the course of this thesis, this conspicuity affects movements most
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profoundly during a short period immediately after we first see them. Indeed, it is
often the case that involuntary, coordinated muscle responses are elicited by
sufficiently salient stimuli. Such a feature makes sense: the ubiquitous
evolutionary phenomenon of camouflage is testament to the frequency with
which visual salience and relevance for survival tend to overlap. For an animal
constantly on the lookout for predators, the small cost of many false positives is
greatly outweighed by the ultimate cost of a single false negative (i.e., becoming
something else’s lunch).
This overlap between bottom-up salience (i.e., conspicuous visual event) and
top-down relevance (i.e., whether the visual event is something dangerous) is a
key feature of salience map models, which assume a final, central topographical
map that combines salience information from many feature-specific maps (Bisley
& Goldberg, 2010; Fecteau & Munoz, 2006; C. Koch & Ullman, 1985). The
computational strategy of combining top-down and bottom-up priority information
into one common neural currency necessarily leads to states of the priority map
where it is impossible to distinguish between something shiny and something that
has life or death consequences.
The research presented in this thesis is focused upon this unique subset of
reaching movements: those that involve fast, often involuntary deviations toward
salient stimuli, primarily in situations with many simultaneous stimuli that are
potential targets. Hopefully, approaching this behavior from an ethological
perspective helps make it clear that this phenomenon (i.e., the fact that salient
stimuli exert such a strong influence over our behavior) is something more than
just a bug in the system. It is a fundamental behavior that was selected by
evolutionary pressures because it increased (or did not decrease) the survival
rates of those organisms in which the mutation first appeared.

1.2 Affordance competition
The visual system is arguably one of the most-studied and best understood
topics in behavioral and systems neuroscience. The fact that there is still so
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much that we do not understand about it (especially in primates) is a testament to
the rich complexity of this system. There are still some basic questions that have
not been answered. For example, what is the mechanism by which the individual
objects in our visual surroundings are parsed and categorized in terms of priority
for action? Currently, the most successful hypothesis is that a topographic map
incorporates many features of a visual stimulus, from bottom-up feature contrast
to top-down feature search relevance, into a common (although perhaps
distributed) map, often called a salience map (Itti, Koch, & Niebur, 1998) or a
priority map (Bisley & Goldberg, 2010; Fecteau & Munoz, 2006). This unified
representation of the processing priority of the objects in visual space determines
the probability that the next movement will be directed to the corresponding
location.
An ethological extension of this hypothesis comes from Cisek and Kalaska, who
emphasize the fact that the majority of our interactions with the world involve a
multiplicity of possibilities for action, at any given moment (see Figure 1.1). The
classic evidence for this view comes from a study in which monkeys were briefly
presented with two differently colored spatial cues (Cisek & Kalaska, 2005). The
monkeys then waited for a few seconds until the fixation spot changed into one of
the target colors, signaling to the monkey which of the initial stimuli was the final
target. They recorded from cells in dorsal premotor cortex (PMd). The population
response is depicted in Figure 1.1 A. Upon presentation of the initial stimuli, two
distinct populations (each with a roughly Gaussian distribution of tuning to the
respective stimuli) of cells became active and persisted simultaneously until the
presentation of the color cue. Following this, cells preferring the cued location
showed a sharp and persistent rise in activity, while cells preferring the non-cued
location were suppressed.
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Figure 1.1 Competition between potential actions. A, Population activity, over time, in
dorsal premotor cortex during a delayed reach-selection task. Cells (on the ordinate
axis) are sorted according to spatial tuning. B, A sketch of the affordance competition
hypothesis. Blue arrows represent action specification processes. Red arrows represent
selection processes in the form of biasing signals from basal ganglia and prefrontal
cortical regions. Taken from Cisek and Kalaska (2010).
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Similar dynamics had already been observed in the ventral stream (Desimone,
1998) and have since been replicated in the dorsal stream (Baldauf, Cui, &
Andersen, 2008; Pastor-Bernier & Cisek, 2011). Essentially, these studies imply
that the specification of potential actions occurs in parallel throughout the
sensorimotor continuum. The operations of the dorsal stream upon the incoming
visual signal are best characterized as extracting the possibilities for action
available within the signal (Tipper, Howard, & Houghton, 1998; 2000). These
possibilities for action, sometimes referred to as affordances (Cisek, 2007; Cisek
& Kalaska, 2010), compete with each other for further processing until bottom-up
or top-down mechanisms bias the competition enough that one of the potential
actions wins out. This is a high-level description of what the brain is doing, and is
in no way meant to replace the lower-level descriptions of the sensorimotor
transformation. For example, when monkeys try to discriminate the dominant
direction of a field of moving dots and report their decision with a saccade to the
appropriate target, neurons in middle temporal cortex (MT) represent the
constant quality of information for the various alternatives (i.e., the conspicuity of
the motion in a given direction) and neurons in lateral intraparietal cortex (LIP)
integrate the signal from MT over time until enough evidence has been collected
and the cells preferring one of the alternatives have reached a firing threshold, at
which point the saccade is executed (Churchland, Kiani, & Shadlen, 2008; Gold
& Shadlen, 2007). These sensorimotor decision-making mechanisms have been
described in great detail, and it does not diminish the descriptions at this lower
level to also assert that these mechanisms are engaged in the process of
extracting possible actions from the visual signal (Furman & Wang, 2008).
For reasons of simplicity (and conformity), from this point forward I will refer to
this map of potential actions as the salience map or priority map. One fascinating
question about the functioning of these maps concerns how they are finally
transformed into a final movement vector. This “readout stage” is poorly
understood in the eye movement literature, and has hardly been touched in the
reaching literature. In the next section, I will spend some time discussing the
literature on curved and averaged trajectories. The motivation for this should be
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immediately apparent: averaged trajectories occur because the readout
mechanism was applied prior to the competition between actions being resolved
in the priority map. As such, they provide a unique opportunity to dissect the
computations involved in the final stages of sensorimotor processing.

1.2.1 Curved and averaged trajectories
The study of involuntary deviations of goal-directed movements in the presence
of distractors and/or multiple targets, despite being around for some time now
(Yarbus, 1967), is still a vibrant and growing field. The ongoing fascination with
these behavioral phenomena derives from the assumption that they tell us
something important about the underlying neural processes; that they provide a
readout, of sorts, of the sensorimotor system in an instructive boundary
condition.
Trajectory curvature typically occurs during short-latency responses (Van der
Stigchel, Meeter, & Theeuwes, 2006). In fact, there is a limited time (~200 ms)
following stimulus presentation during which the trajectory will deviate toward a
distractor (Welsh & Elliot, 2004; Welsh, Neyedli, & Tremblay, 2013). After this
period, there is often a deviation away from the distractor, in both arm and eye
movements (C. S. Chapman & Goodale, 2008). In keeping with the overarching
goals of this thesis, I will focus my remarks on the early stages of that continuum,
where low-latency responses are drawn toward the distractor or competing
target.

1.2.1.1 Eye movements
When saccades are performed to targets in the presence of nearby distractors, in
the context of a visual search, or in a double-step task, the result is often an
averaged trajectory (i.e., the endpoint lands between two stimuli). This
phenomenon, often referred to as the “global effect”, is related to the more
common but less dramatic phenomenon of saccade curvature, where the
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endpoint of the saccade lands on an actual stimulus, but not before curving
toward another stimulus.
Before quickly moving on to mechanisms, I will briefly touch upon a highly
relevant behavioral study. In an effort to quantify just how global the global effect
actually is, Van der Stigchel and Nijboer (2013) parametrically manipulated the
angular distance between a target and a distractor. They found that angular
distances below 35 to 40º elicited a unimodal distribution of saccade endpoints,
with the peak of the distribution directly between the two distinct locations of
target and distractor. For 45º separations and greater, the resulting distributions
were increasingly bimodal. The boundary between unimodality and bimodality,
however, was fuzzy; as angular distance increased, there was a linear decrease
in the number of saccade endpoints that ended up between the two stimuli. This
linear decrease in the probability of the global effect is consistent with classic
surround mechanisms that increasingly inhibit cells with increasingly distant
spatial preferences—a hallmark of lateral inhibition.
The purely behavioral literature on saccadic averaging is vast and daunting, with
applications spanning across multiple disciplines. Since this thesis is primarily
concerned with reaching movements, the primary reason for discussing eye
movements here is that the neural mechanisms governing saccadic averaging
are far better understood than those governing reaching trajectory averaging.
Accordingly, I will focus upon the latest developments in the search for those
mechanisms in the oculomotor literature.
Trajectory averaging and curvature are thought to reflect the state of a population
code found in a priority map at the time of the readout stage (Tipper et al., 2000).
While the vast majority of mathematically elaborated priority map models remain
agnostic as to where such a map might be found, there have nonetheless been
many proposals. For example, the priority map has been attributed to lateral
intraparietal area, the frontal eye fields, area V4, and primary visual cortex
(Kusunoki, Gottlieb, & Goldberg, 2000; Z. Li, 2002; Mazer & Gallant, 2003;
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Thompson & Bichot, 2005), just to name a few. One possibility is that the priority
map is distributed over many areas, with no single map performing a final
integration of all other feature maps. At this point, it is not important to take a
position on where the priority map might be. However, even if the priority map is
distributed, it is still the case that the sensorimotor circuits have a beginning and
an end. One of the areas closest to the end of the oculomotor pathway, and
which also shows properties of a priority map, is the intermediate and deep
layers of the superior colliculus (SC).
With regard to the role of SC in the programming of curved and averaged
saccades, there are two main questions to ask:
1. Is SC the site at which separate spatial representations for the two targets
(or target and distractor) are combined into a final movement vector?
2. Regardless of whether the final vector is coded in SC or somewhere
downstream, what is the computation that transforms two separate vectors
into one final vector?
The answer to the first question has been, for the most part, settled. Studies
have consistently found that, even by the time the curved saccade has been
initiated, there are still two discrete populations of activity. In one study, monkeys
made saccades to one or two targets. On two-target trials where the saccade
was averaged or curved, the spatial pattern of discharge was consistent with two
separate visually indexed responses rather than one single perimotor response
at an intermediate location (Edelman & Keller, 1998). In line with this, Port and
Wurtz (Port & Wurtz, 2003) showed that it is the relative timing of the distinct
activity peaks for different targets that determines the spatial and temporal profile
of saccade curvature. Monkeys reached toward the first of two targets presented
in rapid succession. In cases where the saccade trajectory deviated toward the
first target but ultimately landed at the second target, the activity profile for cells
that preferred the first target’s location peaked earlier than the profile for cells
preferring the second target. In cases where the trajectory landed at an averaged
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position, the peaks for the two profiles overlapped temporally. A similar effect
was reported by McPeek et al. (McPeek, Han, & Keller, 2003).
Another indirect demonstration that the final movement vector is encoded
downstream of the SC comes from a study in which the order of operations for
the decoding of SC activity was investigated. Two basic steps are necessary to
transform SC activity into a saccade. First, the activity must be read out through
vector averaging or summation. Second, there must be an exponential
transformation from SC coordinates to visual coordinates (to reverse the
logarithmic transformation inherent in the spatial organization of the map in SC).
If the exponential transformation occurs prior to the vector summation, then the
vector summation cannot be occurring within SC. By simultaneous
microstimulation of two SC sites, Katnani and Gandhi (Katnani & Gandhi, 2011)
found that the pattern of saccade endpoints was consistent with the model in
which the exponential transformation occurred prior to vector summation. Thus,
the balance of the empirical evidence is consistent with the “downstream
hypothesis”; i.e., the encoding of final saccade vector direction occurs
downstream of the SC.
The one exception to this, it seems, is a study by Glimcher and Sparks (Glimcher
& Sparks, 1993) in which they observed increased activity at an intermediate
location between two distinct locations of activity during averaged saccades.
Edelman and Keller (1998) pointed out that Glimcher and Sparks found no
significant statistical difference between spatial profiles of one and two-target
saccade movement fields, and further suggested that any legitimate intermediate
activity may have been a function of the task. The task involved making
saccades to a target that was defined by color, which required the monkey to
select one of the two targets. The activity at the intermediate location may have
been the result of an upstream (e.g., frontal eye fields) error in target selection,
and would thus be reflected in SC as a single movement vector to an erroneous
location. This explanation has some interesting implications. If an upstream area
is consistently making selection errors to a location in between two legitimate
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locations, it suggests that vector averaging is taking place upstream. Given that
competition exists at multiple levels of the visuomotor processing pathway, it is
not out of the question that this could be the case. Indeed, it is consistent with
recent suggestions that sensorimotor decisions are ultimately the product of a
distributed consensus of competitive processes operating at multiple scales, from
low-level feature contrast to relative reward valuations of the targets (Cisek,
2012).
Given the strong evidence for the downstream hypothesis, what is the
computation that ultimately transforms two separate vectors into one final vector
during curved saccades? A model of SC processing that accounts for saccade
curvature was developed by Arai et al. (Arai & Keller, 2005). Based on the work
of Hikosaka and Wurtz (Hikosaka & Wurtz, 1983a; 1983b; 1983c; 1983d), they
show that broadly distributed inhibitory inputs to SC from the subthalamic
nucleus pars reticulata (SNr) were able to produce physiologically realistic
variability in saccade trajectories, including the type of modest curvature
commonly observed in visual search tasks. However, in order to produce the
strongly curved saccades that are occasionally observed, the model had to
assume a separate, parallel input to the saccadic burst generators in the
brainstem. Arai et al. propose that this parallel input could come from the caudal
fastigial nucleus of the cerebellum.
A more recent (and more parsimonious) model comes from a series of studies, in
which Goossens and van Opstal (Goossens & Van Opstal, 2006; 2012; Van
Opstal & Goossens, 2008) have reported strong evidence for the dynamic
ensemble coding hypothesis. This hypothesis essentially holds that saccadic
burst generator cells in the paramedian pontine reticular formation (PPRF)
receive and sum the vector contributions of descending SC projections, weighted
by the spike rate at the synapse. Thus, the motor command that is ultimately sent
to the eye is a dynamic population signal consisting of a weighted sum of all SC
site-specific movement vector contributions. Two simultaneous peaks of activity
in the SC would be summed by the burst generator cells and emerge as an
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intermediate vector. This model is currently the most robust downstream model
with respect to predicting the various behavioral features of saccades, including
saccadic averaging and curvature.
At least one significant weakness of the dynamic ensemble coding hypothesis
has been identified in the literature. Katnani et al. (Katnani, Van Opstal, &
Gandhi, 2012) point out that, according to this hypothesis, the contributions of the
individual SC cells should only be taken into account after a threshold is reached.
This predicts that when low signal intensity of simultaneous stimuli results in low,
sub-threshold activity in SC, the final saccade vector should resemble a linear
addition of the two single-site vectors, in contrast to the weighted vector average
that would be expected when SC activity is over threshold. Interestingly, Katnani
et al. found that at both high and low stimulation intensities, the resulting saccade
more closely resembled a weighted vector average. They conclude that the
dynamic ensemble coding hypothesis requires an extra computational step that
would enable the model to generate flexible categorization and competition
processes that can scale their dynamics to the overall intensity of the incoming
stimuli. They offer no strong hypotheses regarding what this mechanism might
be. This will be addressed later, when we come to the discussion on the
encoding of salience in the SC.
As I see it, another possible weakness of the dynamic ensemble coding
hypothesis is that it has no straightforward way of accounting for the well-defined
range of angular separation (between targets) within which saccadic averaging
occurs (Van der Stigchel & Nijboer, 2013). Unless there is evidence of strong
lateral interactions between cells in the PPRF (and I was unable to find any such
evidence), there is no a priori or empirical reason why the burst generators would
be unable to sum vectors from targets separated by, say, 70 degrees (i.e., well
out of “global effect” range), and generate a saccade toward the midpoint of
those two targets.
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This turns out to be an interesting test of the dynamic ensemble coding
hypothesis. By performing microstimulation within the pontine reticular formation
(Cohen & Komatsuzaki, 1972; Keller, 1974; Sparks, 2002), one could first identify
sites that result in eye movements separated by a given angular magnitude.
Then, using dual-site stimulation, both sites could be stimulated simultaneously.
By co-stimulating while parametrically varying the distance between landing
locations for individual stimulation sites, it should be possible to identify the range
of angular target separation within which saccadic averaging does or does not
occur as a direct function of PPRF dynamics.
My prediction would be that such an experiment would yield averaged saccades
across a much wider range than what is observed through natural sensory
stimulation. This prediction is largely based upon the fact that the PPRF performs
a constant linear integration of its inputs (Cohen & Komatsuzaki, 1972). If it is
receiving signals from SC that are based upon widely separated activation
peaks, it may be the case that, as far as the PPRF is concerned, the upper limits
of target separation for averaged saccades are determined by the range of
downstream ocular musculature that can generate forward movement during corecruitment of agonist/antagonist pairs.
We are still faced with the fact that there are only two plausible explanations for
the results of Van der Stigchel et al. (2013). Either the modulation occurs at the
level of the SC or it occurs at the level of the PPRF. The former seems unlikely.
Whether such modulation would be occurring through intrinsic, long-range
inhibitory interconnections in SC (which likely do not exist, see Ozen, Helms, &
Hall, 2004), or from inhibitory inputs from a possible third node in the critical
circuit (which would have to possess the strong winner-take-all competitive
dynamics that are not prevalent in SC), one would still expect to see stronger
competitive dynamics in the SC than are typically observed. Specifically, one
would not expect the frequent observation of discrete activation peaks separated
by 40º or more (Edelman & Keller, 1998; McPeek et al., 2003; Port & Wurtz,
2003).
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Thus, it may be the case that extra-colliculuar inputs into the PPRF gate and/or
filter the incoming SC inputs if the angular separation between targets is too
large. Candidates for this might include omnipause neurons (gating) or, as
suggested by Arai et al. (2005), the caudal fastigial nucleus of the cerebellum
(filtering).

1.2.1.2 Reaching
In terms of suggesting actual mechanisms for the phenomenon of trajectory
curvature, the reaching literature is sparse. A general mechanism is described by
Tipper et al. (2000). An on-center, off-surround organization among
topographically organized and directionally selective cells creates the dynamics
necessary to account for deviations toward distractors. This is the same lateral
inhibition mechanism that is assumed to play a role in many of the more
competitive nodes within the oculomotor path. What we get from Tipper et al.,
however, is not much more than a descriptive model.
At least one computational model directly addresses the question of how (and
possibly where) multiple potential reach targets are encoded. Cisek (Cisek, 2006)
developed a model of the parieto-frontal circuit that mediates the planning and
control of goal-directed reaching. The model consisted of 7 layers of leakyintegrator neurons, with the 7 layers corresponding to the following areas:
posterior parietal cortex (PPC), 2 layers of prefrontal cortex (PFC) corresponding
to two color cues given in the task, 3 layers of dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) to
simulate a rostro-caudal gradient of activity, and primary motor cortex (M1). The
PPC, PMd, and M1 layers all contain lateral inhibition to varying degrees, and
thus they possess many of the properties described by Tipper et al. (2000). Cisek
used this model to simulate the task from his 2004 study with John Kalaska,
described above.
One of the key features of the model is that PMd is the last area in the
processing chain to show distinct, simultaneous peaks of activation. Area PMd
feeds directly into M1, where intensely competitive lateral interactions rule out the
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possibility of multiple peaks. In essence, the dynamics of M1 force the system to
make a selection. Moreover, reciprocal connections with PMd can apply those
same dynamics to force PMd to make a selection if things are taking too long
(i.e., if the go cue has been given and a decision has still not been made).
In one of the simulations of Cisek’s model, the go cue is presented just 20 ms
after the color cue (which identifies one of the two previously presented targets
as the final target), with targets either near or far from each other. When the
targets are far from each other in this urgent condition, the winner-take-all
dynamic introduced by feedback from M1 causes the peak with the highest
activity to be selected. Since the 20 ms of processing time is insufficient to
overcome the influence of random noise in the system, the wrong target is
selected nearly half the time. When the targets are near each other, however, the
outer tails of the two distributions in PMd get suppressed, while the overlapping
portions of the two populations mutually facilitate each other, resulting in an
intermediate peak in PMd. Thus, in response to the question of whether or not
the final movement vector is actually encoded in a map somewhere, Cisek
answers in the affirmative. There has been no electrophysiological confirmation
of this hypothesis, as of yet.

1.2.2 Compelled response paradigms
It is a familiar trope in old Western movies. A cowboy walks into a saloon, struts
over to a poker table, and accuses a shady character of cheating his tragically
impulsive, but ultimately well-meaning younger brother out of his inheritance.
Insults are exchanged. The cowboy kicks over the poker table, draws his pistol,
and utters the dreaded words: “Dance, varmint.” At this point, the poker cheat is
faced with an embarrassing and slightly dangerous problem—a problem that, in
various forms, has fascinated neuroscientists for years. He must execute a
movement before he has all the information about what the right movement is.
Given the speed with which the cowboy can modify the direction of the bullet,
and given the speed of the actual bullet, the cheat has no way of knowing what
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the final location of each bullet will be. At the same time, he cannot afford to
stand still, or he risks being hit by one of the bullets. Socially, the resulting
behavior is a humiliating display of hopping around while the cowboy hoots and
hollers. Scientifically, the resulting behavior tells us something important about
how the brain transforms visual information into action.
The “dance, varmint” scenario is an example of a compelled response paradigm.
This, in essence, was the paradigm emulated by Cisek’s model when the go-cue
was placed just 20 ms after the informative color cue. The system lacked the
processing time necessary for a smooth relaxation into one or the other
response, so it was forced to either select one of the targets at random (if the
targets were far apart) or create an intermediate vector between them (if the
targets were close together). This pattern of results closely resembles the results
found in (at least) two studies. The first, from the saccade literature, we already
encountered. Van der Stigchel and Nijboer (2013) showed that saccade
endpoints formed a unimodal distribution between the two target locations when
they were close together. As the targets grew further apart, the distribution
become increasingly bimodal.
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Figure 1.2 Comparison of initial trajectory distributions from reaching and saccade
performance for two target separation magnitudes. Modified from Ghez, et al., 1997 and
Van der Stigchel & Nijboer, 2013.

The second study that reported this same pattern of results was a reaching study
that employed the compelled response paradigm. Ghez et al. (1997) presented
single reach targets selected from a pair of targets divided by varying degrees of
angular separation. Critically, the target only appeared between 400 and 0 ms
before the last of four rhythmically spaced beeps. The last beep served as the
cue to initiate the reach (i.e., reaches were to start at the same time as the cue).
Thus, there were some trials where there was plenty of time to see the target and
plan an appropriate reach vector. However, as the interval between target onset
and the fourth tone grew shorter, there was an increase in the probability that the
reach would have to be initiated with insufficient information. Indeed, on many
trials, the reach was merely a guess, given that no target had yet appeared.
Interestingly, the pattern of results was highly similar to that of Van der Stigchel
and Nijboer (Figure 1.2). Ghez et al. measured the lateral position of the hand at
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the time of peak acceleration. The distribution of lateral positions was unimodal
for target separations under ~45 degrees. For larger target separations,
distributions were bimodal.
In light of the differences between the proposed mechanisms for mediating
averaged trajectories in arm and eye movements, the similarities between the
empirical findings of Van der Stigchel et al. and Ghez et al., along with the
implications of Cisek’s model, are striking. Such similarities speak to the
possibility of shared mechanisms, if not shared pathways, in the reading out of
population codes during reflexive movements toward multiple stimuli. Given the
fairly robust performance of oculomotor models that are far more committed to
specific biological implementations in mapped out circuits, any hope of specifying
points of convergence between the oculomotor and skeletomotor the burden of
proof is on the side of skeletomotor models when it comes to resolving
discrepancy.

1.2.2.1

Reaching to multiple targets

We have argued that one way of behaviorally sampling the state of the priority
map (or, more broadly, the parallel representation of targets in the visuomotor
system) during a state of unresolved competition is by way of a compelled
response paradigm involving reaches to multiple potential targets, all of which
have an equal probability of becoming the final target (C. S. Chapman, Gallivan,
Wood, Milne, Culham, & Goodale, 2010a; 2010b; Gallivan et al., 2011; Milne et
al., 2013). In this paradigm, the final target is selected from the array of potential
targets, but this final target appears only after a reach has been initiated. By
imposing strict RT and movement time constraints upon the movements, we
create a situation where the participants must plan and initiate a reach vector
based upon the only information available at the time: the numerosity and spatial
distribution of the targets. Consistently, initial trajectories in this paradigm are
directed toward the centre of gravity of the potential target display. If, for
example, there are two targets on the left and two targets on the right,
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trajectories will go directly up the middle, between the two targets, correcting to
the final target at about 60% of the spatial extent of the reach. If there are 30%
more targets on the left, the initial reach vector will be proportionally biased
toward the left.
This paradigm is unique in the sense that, while most tasks involve a distractor
(or multiple distractors) that must be inhibited in order to successfully perform the
task, the multiple target pointing task requires that all stimuli on the screen be
treated as targets. It is a task that is designed to provide a glimpse into the
unresolved competition between multiple targets for action within the priority
map.
The studies presented in chapters 2 and 3 of the present thesis make use of this
paradigm. Specifically, they explore a set of predictions that flow from one
important theoretical nuance in the priority map account: at any given time, the
firing rate of a given cell in the priority map is a dynamically weighted function of
the bottom-up and top-down features of the stimulus within its receptive field. For
example, if a stimulus is a potentially rewarding target, that top-down feature will
result in stronger activity. If a stimulus has a high luminance contrast ratio, that
bottom-up feature will also result in stronger activity. And while bottom-up and
top-down facilitation follow different temporal profiles (Schütz, Trommershäuser,
& Gegenfurtner, 2012), there will be times when the respective contributions of
the two will be impossible to pin down. The result of this is that the encoding of
stimulus conspicuity is indistinguishable, at times, from the encoding of reward
likelihood associated with the stimulus. The clear prediction that follows from this
is that, all other things being equal, potential targets with high luminance contrast
should be given more weight in the priority map than targets with low luminance
contrast, despite their equal value. In the multiple target pointing task, this should
result in trajectories being heavily biased toward high-contrast stimuli, even when
there is a greater number of low-contrast stimuli on the other side of the display.
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1.3 Salience
Computational models of natural scene processing can predict, with a relatively
high degree of success, which parts of the scene are most likely to elicit ocular
fixations (Itti & Koch, 2001; Torralba, 2003). Among the most successful of these
models are those that assume a unified topographical map that describes the
salience landscape of a visual scene by combining salience information from
multiple feature-specific maps (Itti et al., 1998). The most active location on this
salience map denotes the location of the most salient object and, consequently,
the location toward which attention and eye movements should be directed. In
order to emphasize that such a map would also incorporate top-down inputs
carrying information about goals and stimulus value, some have suggested that
priority, rather than salience, is the more accurate description of what the map
encodes (Bisley & Goldberg, 2010; Fecteau & Munoz, 2006). For the purposes of
this thesis, however, I will be limiting myself to a discussion of the manipulation
that was used in the original research that I will present: differences in bottom-up
salience.

1.3.1 Bottom-up salience in the oculomotor network
1.3.1.1

In humans

A good portion of the studies that have investigated bottom-up salience in the
human brain have been behavioral. Trajectory averaging in response to salient
stimuli has been demonstrated before (Bonin, Mante, & Carandini, 2005; Deubel,
Wolf, & Hauske, 1984), typically in response to distractors (Busse, Wade, &
Carandini, 2009; Dombrowe, Olivers, & Donk, 2010; Donk & Soesman, 2010;
Donk & van Zoest, 2008; van Zoest, Donk, & Van der Stigchel, 2012). These
latter studies all share a common empirical result: that salience typically exerts a
capturing influence on movements until ~250 ms after stimulus presentation.
In terms of mechanisms, we know that there is a logarithmic response function
for visual contrast (Bell, Meredith, Van Opstal, & Munoz, 2006; Heeger, Huk,
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Geisler, & Albrecht, 2000; X. Li & Basso, 2008; Marino et al., 2012) in various
circuits throughout the brain. This response function is the result of divisive
normalization (Carandini & Heeger, 2012; Heeger, 1992; White & Munoz, 2011),
a fundamental neural operation that has been observed at nearly every major
way station of the visual pathway, including the retina (Demb, 2002), lateral
geniculate nucleus (Bonin et al., 2005; Port & Wurtz, 2003), primary visual cortex
(Busse et al., 2009; Martin, 1982), and parietal cortex (Knudsen, 2011; Louie,
Grattan, & Glimcher, 2011). Schneider and Kastner (Schneider & Kastner, 2005)
attempted to characterize the contrast response function in human SC using
fMRI. What they saw was broadly consistent with a logarithmic contrast function.
Interestingly, they interpreted the small change in signal intensity in response to
the shift from 25% to 100% contrast (which would be expected if the rate of rise
in intensity is logarithmic) as evidence that the SC was indifferent to luminance
contrast.

1.3.1.2

In non-human primates

In line with the emphasis placed upon the SC during my discussion of saccadic
averaging in monkeys, I will also focus my remarks here on the role of the SC in
the encoding of salience. Electrophysiological studies on the salience response
in SC have primarily focused on the mechanisms responsible for the hastening of
saccadic reaction times in the presence of high contrast stimuli. For example, SC
visual responses increase in magnitude and decrease in latency as the
luminance contrast of a visual stimulus increases (Bell et al., 2006; X. Li &
Basso, 2008; Marino et al., 2012). These modulations of the timing and intensity
of SC visual responses, in turn, predict the timing and metrics of saccades. The
faster and more intense the visual response, the faster the initiation of the
saccade. There is evidence that the mechanism responsible for triggering a
saccade in response to incoming luminance contrast information is distinct from
the mechanism that triggers saccades after a discrimination (e.g., between two
different colors) has been made (White & Munoz, 2011).
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To my knowledge, there have been no studies that have examined SC activity
when a saccade trajectory is averaged or deviated precisely because of a
luminance contrast difference. However, given that luminance contrast
differences lead to latency differences between visual responses (Bell et al.,
2006; X. Li & Basso, 2008; Marino et al., 2012), and given that timing differences
between firing profiles for simultaneous stimuli result in curved saccades (Port &
Wurtz, 2003), it is not difficult to predict what the outcome of such a study would
be.

1.3.1.3

In barn owls

At first glance, the barn owl seems an odd choice to study the encoding of
salience in the oculomotor system; barn owls, to put it plainly, cannot move their
eyes. Rather, their uniquely flexible neck can rotate the head nearly 270 degrees.
In general, owls have abnormally large retinal surfaces that increase the amount
of information available. The downstream integration of retinal signals is specially
tuned to extract spatial information from the nocturnal luminance range (Martin,
1982). The high spatial resolution and sensitivity to luminance differences across
a wide range make the visual system of the barn owl an ideal preparation to
investigate how incoming visual stimuli are categorized in terms of their bottomup salience. This is especially true given that the superior colliculus (i.e., the optic
tectum in non-mammals) and other nearby midbrain structures have been
preserved across vertebrate evolution (Knudsen, 2011).
In response to a single stimulus, cells in the barn owl optic tectum (OTid:
intermediate and deep layers) display a very weak version of the typical
properties of a classical centre surround inhibition, with inhibition profiles that
gradually roll off in strength with increasing distance from the site of activity.
However, when multiple stimuli are presented simultaneously, there is a global
inhibition of all sites other than the most active location on the map (Mysore,
Asadollahi, & Knudsen, 2010). This has the effect of quickly and flexibly selecting
the most salient stimulus for further processing. These dynamics within the OTid
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can be explained by the concerted effects of two nearby structures: the nucleus
isthmi pars magnocellularis (Imc) and pars parvocellularis (Ipc).
The Ipc and Imc are reciprocally connected with the OTid. The Ipc sends back
cholinergic, excitatory projections. The Imc, in contrast, sends back GABAergic,
inhibitory projections. In Ipc, when multiple stimuli of varying salience (e.g.,
looming discs expanding at different speeds) were presented, the cells displayed
a switch-like property. There was an abrupt drop in signal strength as soon as
the disc in the receptive field ceased to be the most conspicuous stimulus in the
display (Asadollahi, Mysore, & Knudsen, 2010). These switch-like properties
suggest that Ipc coded relative stimulus strength and facilitated processing of
salient stimuli with its selective excitatory feedback to OTid.
Mysore et al. (2012) suggest that lateral inhibitory connections aren’t sufficient to
mediate flexible categorization of salience among stimuli in a salience map,
contra Lee et al. (1999) and Cisek (2006). They point out that if the overall
magnitude of competing stimuli changes, lateral inhibition (including feedforward
lateral inhibition) is unable to accommodate the requisite shift in the boundary for
categorization of stimulus strengths. Interestingly, variable overall magnitude of
the competing stimuli is the condition that the dynamic ensemble coding
hypothesis couldn’t account for, adding to the evidence that the SC and burst
generators are insufficient to carry out this operation on their own.
In support of this assertion, Mysore et al. (2013) showed that focal, reversible
inactivation of Imc results in the abolishment of competitive interactions within the
intermediate and deep layers of the optic tectum. This is consistent with the idea
that, without the reciprocal inhibition supplied by the Imc, the innate, local
selection mechanisms of the OT are not sufficient to mediate competitive
dynamics between multiple sites of activation.
This series of elegant studies from Knudsen and colleagues clearly identifies
mechanisms in the avian midbrain that are able to flexibly and effectively mediate
the competition between visual stimuli on the basis of their physical features. To
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my knowledge, this is the only example of a salience or priority map that has
actually been pinned down to the level of a circuit mechanism in a specific
biological implementation. As such, and in spite of the fact that it was discovered
in barn owls, it is a provocative finding in the context of the primate oculomotor
system. While primate homologues for the ithsmic complex have been proposed
(e.g., Imc::periparabigeminal lateral tegmental nuclues, Ipc::parabigeminal
nucleus; see Knudsen, 2011), there is little evidence, as of yet, that these areas
play a similar role in the selection and categorization of salient stimuli in the
primate SC. For the purposes of this thesis, one interesting and glaring gap
between the owl and the primate tectal circuits is that the owl OT seems to have
stronger winner-take-all dynamics than the primate SC. There have been no
reports of “averaging” (in this case, of the head trajectory) with correlated
persistent peaks of activity in the OT. It seems likely that this discrepancy is due
to the global, rather than classical inhibition of the OT map outside of the location
of the most salient stimulus. This dynamic is not observed in the primate SC in
response to natural stimuli. On the other hand, the lack of such data may simply
be due to fact that nobody has asked the right question, but it is nonetheless a
curious missing link in the homological chain between these two structures.

1.3.2 Bottom-up salience in the skeletomotor network
To my knowledge, there have been no electrophysiological investigations into the
role of bottom-up salience in the programming of reaches. In terms of behavioral
approaches, it is a relatively common finding that trajectories toward oddball
targets in search tasks consistently show deviations toward other targets in the
array (Song & Nakayama, 2007; 2008). Similarly, trajectories will deviate toward
a single, salient distractor (Kerzel & Schönhammer, 2013), but participants can
learn to suppress such deviations if the target and distractor are sufficiently
dissimilar and are presented in blocked sequences (Welsh, 2011). One unique
study showed that reaches in a modified Simon task consistently deviated toward
the stimulus onset, even if the color of that stimulus instructed the reach to go to
the other side of the display (Buetti & Kerzel, 2009).
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In all of the studies cited so far, however, it is important to note that the effect of
the salience of a distractor on reach trajectories is impossible to disentangle from
the effect of the mere presence of a distractor. This is especially troublesome in
light of recent evidence that attentional capture occurs even in situations where
the distractor is less salient than the target (Zehetleitner, Koch, Goschy, & Müller,
2013).
One important contribution comes from Zehetleitner et al. (2011), who showed
that reaching and search tasks were similarly influenced by various
manipulations of salience, including luminance contrast. From the similarity of the
effects on the reaching and visual search performance, they argued that the
priority map is shared between the oculomotor and skeletomotor systems. This is
indirect, but provocative evidence that agrees with some of the findings already
discussed above, including the striking similarity between target separation
ranges within which averaged trajectories (for both reaches and saccades) tend
to occur most frequently.

1.4 Thesis Objectives and General Overview
The overarching goal of the work presented in this thesis was to investigate how
low-level visual differences between competing or singleton visual stimuli
influence the programming and execution of reaching movements. I approached
this question primarily through behavioural approaches. In each of the studies
reported here, the kinematics of the reaching movements were recorded and
analyzed. In Chapter 4, I also recorded chest muscle activity with intramuscular
electromyography (EMG) while participants performed a reaching task. In each of
the studies presented here, salience was operationally defined as the luminance
contrast of targets with their background. In Chapters 2 and 3, where there were
multiple targets with different contrast values, salience specifically refers to the
relative contrast value of the highest contrast target (e.g., when the low-contrast
target has a particularly low contrast value, it makes the high contrast target even
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more salient). In Chapter 4, since there was only ever one target on the screen,
salience is co-extensive with luminance contrast.
The first objective was to test the hypothesis that salience differences
between stimuli introduce temporary biases into the competition between
multiple potential actions. One prediction generated by this hypothesis is that
compelled reaches toward arrays of potential targets would deviate toward
targets that were more visually salient, and that introducing a delay between
stimulus onset and the go-cue would diminish or eradicate this bias. The results
reported in Chapter 2 supported these predictions, revealing that spatially
averaged trajectories (toward an array of potential targets) are biased toward
salient stimuli, even when there are twice as many targets (and therefore twice
the likelihood of the final target appearing) on the other side of the display. After
a 500 ms delay, initial trajectories were once again tuned to a spatial average of
potential target locations.
The second objective was to characterize, in fine temporal detail, the
transition from a salience bias during immediate responses to a traditional
spatially averaged response after a delay. By building off of the findings
reported in Chapter 2, I hoped to quantify the interaction between target salience
and target numerosity as these two variables were dynamically reweighted in the
parameterization of reach trajectories over a wide range of response delays. In
Chapter 3, it was demonstrated that salience exerts a strong bias that
overpowers the bias of numerosity at early latencies, after which it logarithmically
decays and settles into a small, but still significant bias after a 450 ms delay.
Numerosity was slower to exert an influence on the reach, but that influence
remained constant over the course of 450 ms. Another fascinating outcome of
the research presented in Chapter 3 was that individual differences in visual
processing speed (as measured by a speeded enumeration task) predicted the
degree to which salience targets biased reach trajectories, suggesting that the
speed and the gain of transient salience representations during visuomotor
processing are likely redundant in terms of the information they transmit.
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The third objective was to conduct a test of the hypothesis that stimuluslocked activity in upper limb muscles during reaching is sensitive to the
low-level features (e.g., luminance contrast) of the reach target. The results
presented in Chapter 4 provided strong support for this hypothesis. Stimuluslocked activity appeared sooner, and with a greater magnitude, when stimulus
contrast was higher. Further testing revealed that stimulus-locked activity can be
evoked by a delayed, spatially uninformative cue to move.
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Chapter 2 : Visual salience dominates early visuomotor
competition in reaching behaviour
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2.1 Abstract
In this study, we investigated whether visual salience influences the competition
between potential targets during reach planning. Participants initiated rapid
pointing movements toward multiple potential targets, with the final target being
cued only after the reach was initiated. We manipulated visual salience by
varying the luminance of potential targets. Across two separate experiments, we
demonstrate that initial reach trajectories are directed toward more salient
targets, even when there are twice as many targets (and therefore twice the
likelihood of the final target appearing) on the opposite side of space. We also
show that this salience bias is time-dependent, as evidenced by the return of
spatially averaged reach trajectories when participants were given an additional
500 ms preview of the target display prior to the cue to move. This study shows
both when and to what extent task-irrelevant luminance differences affect the
planning of reaches to multiple potential targets.
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2.2 Introduction
Goal-directed movements are typically performed within a complex, target-rich
visual milieu. How does the human visuomotor system select from among so
many competing targets and distractors? One possibility is that the visuomotor
system constructs maps that encode the behavioural priority of the respective
stimuli in the visual scene (Bisley & Goldberg, 2010; Fecteau & Munoz, 2006). In
these priority maps, cells facilitate activity in other cells with similar processing
preferences and inhibit activity in cells with different preferences. The net result
is a landscape of competing neural populations, each representing a potential
target for attention and/or action (Baldauf & Deubel, 2010; Cisek & Kalaska,
2005). Some have argued that the activity within priority maps not only
represents the behavioural priority of stimuli, but also constitutes an ongoing
elaboration of parallel motor plans for interacting with the respective stimuli
(Cisek, 2007).
While the majority of evidence for the parallel encoding of multiple motor plans
has come from monkey electrophysiology (Baldauf et al., 2008; Basso & Wurtz,
1997; Cisek & Kalaska, 2005; McPeek et al., 2003), support can also be found in
a large body of behavioural work. For example, when a target and a distractor
are positioned in close proximity, eye movements tend to initially deviate toward
the distractor, resulting in a curved trajectory (Godijn & Theeuwes, 2002; Sailer,
Eggert, Ditterich, Straube, & undefined author, 2002; Theeuwes, Kramer, &
Hahn, 1998; Van der Stigchel et al., 2006). Similarly, in reaching behaviour, this
‘spatial averaging’ has been observed between target and distractor (Sailer et al.,
2002; Song & Nakayama, 2008) and in response to probabilistic information
about eventual target location (Hudson, Maloney, & Landy, 2007). Models of
saccade generation explain this spatial averaging effect as the result of
unresolved competition between possible targets in the priority map (McPeek et
al., 2003; Port & Wurtz, 2003).
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In a series of recent studies, we set out to test a specific behavioural prediction
arising from competition-based models of the spatial averaging effect; we
predicted that if participants were forced to reach toward multiple potential
targets, the unresolved competition between the potential targets would result in
a spatial averaging of reach trajectories. In these studies, participants initiated
rapid reaches toward multiple potential targets, all of which had an equal
likelihood of being cued as the final target upon movement initiation. At
movement onset, the final target was cued and participants corrected their reach
trajectory in-flight to the cued location. Initial trajectories resembled a spatial
average of individual trajectories toward all potential targets, reflecting biases
from both the spatial location and number of potential targets on each side of
space (C. S. Chapman, Gallivan, Wood, Milne, Culham, & Goodale, 2010a;
2010b; Gallivan et al., 2011). If, as we will argue, this paradigm allows
researchers to get a real-time glimpse of an unresolved competition between
individual targets represented in the priority map, then it could prove to be a
useful, non-invasive technique for investigating the mechanisms of visuomotor
decision-making in humans.
Note that the pattern of results described in the multiple target reaching (MTR)
paradigm described above is consistent with any explanation based on the
simultaneous encoding of multiple targets (and/or movement plans) within
visuomotor planning networks. In other words, it leaves untouched the question
of whether or not this type of processing is occurring in something like a priority
map. Given that priority maps incorporate both cognitive and stimulus-driven
inputs (Trappenberg, Dorris, Munoz, & Klein, 2001), and are especially
modulated by stimulus salience (Findlay & Walker, 1999; C. Koch & Ullman,
1985), one should predict that the introduction of task-irrelevant luminance
differences into an array of potential targets would result in the spatial averaging
of reach trajectories being modulated and biased toward the high luminance
targets. Indeed, there is evidence that the spatial averaging of saccades can be
influenced by luminance differences (Deubel et al., 1984), but, to our knowledge,
no one has investigated how task-irrelevant luminance differences in multiple
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potential targets affect the planning of a reach to those targets. Thus, the present
study utilizes the MTR paradigm to investigate the question of how the
representation of visual salience in the priority map influences the evolution of
competition between multiple potential targets for action.
To fully address the question of how salience influences the unfolding of
visuomotor competition, it was necessary to probe the state of that competition at
more than one time-point. This temporal aspect of the experimental design was
also motivated by the finding that salience seems to exert only a transient effect
upon visual selection (Theeuwes, 2010). For example, when reporting the
location of the most salient singleton in a display, participants were most
accurate at short response latencies and short presentation durations (Donk &
van Zoest, 2008). In another study, when participants were asked to indicate the
location of a probe, reaction times (RTs) were significantly faster when that
location was previously occupied by a salient singleton than when it was
occupied by a background stimulus. Importantly, this effect was observed only
when the singleton display was presented for relatively short durations (e.g., 30240 ms); by 480 ms, there was no RT difference (Dombrowe et al., 2010).
Together, these studies suggest that there is an early and brief temporal window
within which visual salience biases the competition for selection.
For the present study, therefore, we predicted that salience would overpower the
spatial averaging effect when presentation durations were short, but that there
would be no effect of salience (as evidenced by the return of spatial averaging)
when presentation durations were relatively long. To test this, we manipulated
the timing of the task such that some participants were required to begin their
reaches immediately upon presentation of the potential targets, while others were
required to wait 500 ms before being cued to begin their reach. Our results
suggest that visual salience exerts a time-dependent bias upon the competition
between multiple potential movement plans.
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2.3 Experiment 1
2.3.1 Methods
Using OPTOTRAK (NDI, Waterloo), we recorded rapid reach movements
(sampling the position of the right index finger at 150 Hz) in 22 right-handed
subjects as they reached from a start button to a touch screen located 40 cm
away (Figure 2.1A). Trials began with participants holding down the start button
while fixating a cross at the center of the screen (for 1000 – 2000 ms). A beep
signalled that the fixation cross had been replaced by a target display that
consisted of one or two potential targets (hollow circles [2 cm diameter] of black
pixels on a white background). This beep also served as a cue for subjects to
initiate a reach toward the display (within 325 ms). It is important to note that
fixation was no longer required after the target display replaced the fixation cross.
Upon button-release, one of the targets in the initial display was cued (by filling in
black) and subjects had to modify their trajectory in flight to that target location
within 425 ms (Figure 2.1B). All targets in the display had an equal probability of
filling in and becoming the final target. To encourage accurate performance,
participants received trial-by-trial feedback on their fulfillment of the task’s
temporal and spatial constraints. There were four possible types of errors that
caused the following text to be displayed: Too Early (if the start button was
released before 100 ms had elapsed after the beep; this aborted the trial), Time
Out (if the start button was not released within 325 ms; this also aborted the trial),
Too Slow (if the screen was not touched within 425 ms of button-release) or Miss
(if subjects did not touch within a 6 cm x 6 cm box centered on the target). Good
was displayed on trials without errors. The timing constraints used in the present
study have been used in past studies that employed a version of this task (C. S.
Chapman, Gallivan, Wood, Milne, Culham, & Goodale, 2010a; 2010b; Gallivan et
al., 2011). Participants performed an initial training session of at least 32 trials,
followed by 160 test trials (across 10 blocks).
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Figure 2.1 Illustration of the experimental setup and typical arm trajectories (A), the tasks
(B), and the experimental stimuli (C). The three-dimensional view of the experimental
setup (A) depicts reach trajectories for example target displays, averaged across 27
participants. The colour of the trajectory corresponds to the initial target displays (inset
right) and, in the case where potential targets appeared on both sides of space (i.e., blue
and red targets), the final target location. The shaded bands surrounding the trajectories
represent average standard error. The size of the three darkened ovals is proportional to
velocity in the x and y dimensions at 25%, 50%, and 75% of movement distance.
Colours are for purposes of illustration only. (B) Following the presentation of a fixation
cross for a random interval, potential targets were displayed on the left and/or right sides
of a touch screen. In E1 and the E2 no-delay group, the appearance of the potential
targets was accompanied by an auditory cue for the participants to release a start button
and initiate reach with the index finger toward the target display within 325 ms. In the E2
delay group, the auditory cue to move came 500 ms after the initial target display had
appeared. In every case, the appearance of the final target (indicated by one of the
potential targets filling in black) was triggered by the release of the start button as
participants initiated their reaches. Participants had to touch the final target within 425
ms after button release. As displayed in (C), targets in experiment 1 (E1: top row)
consisted of black circles with contours of either 100% (high salience) or 50% (low
salience) pixel concentration. In experiment 2 (E2), the high-salience target consisted of
a black circle overlaid with a black cross, while the low-salience target consisted of a
black circle with pixels removed where a cross would have intersected with the circle.

We manipulated the visual salience of the targets by varying the number of pixels
contributing to the targets themselves (Figure 2.1C). High salience targets
consisted of hollow, black circles (i.e., the line of the circle consisted of 100%
black pixels). For the low salience targets (which were the same size as the high
salience targets), we randomly replaced half of the black pixels of the circle with
white pixels (the same colour as the background), thus yielding a stimulus with
exactly half the contrast of the high salience target. The initial target display only
ever consisted of one or two targets, with the two possible target locations being
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in the same vertical plane and equidistant from the location of the central fixation
cross, and separated by 18 cm.
Prior to statistical analysis, we removed trials with the slowest 5% of movement
times (between subjects) as well as trials where participants missed the target.
In order to be included in the final analysis, participants had to contribute at least
four successful repetitions of each trial type across the experiment. After trial
removal, 6 participants failed to meet this criterion and were excluded from
analysis, leaving 16 of the original 22 participants for inclusion in the statistical
analysis.

2.3.2 Results
We used repeated-measures functional ANOVAs (FANOVAs) to compare
spatially normalized (in the Y dimension) trajectories across conditions of interest
(Ramsay & Silverman, 2005). This technique allows one to examine both where
and to what extent trajectories are statistically different within a given dimension
(here we used deviation in the X dimension). Please see our previous work (C.
S. Chapman, Gallivan, Wood, Milne, Culham, & Goodale, 2010a; 2010b; Gallivan
et al., 2011) for a more detailed description of this analysis technique.
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Figure 2.2 Results from experiment 1: an overhead plot of average reach trajectories (A)
toward the target displays indicated above the plot. Only trials in which the left target
was cued are shown. Shaded areas in the trajectory plot represent average standard
error. The dark lines in (B) indicate the lateral deviation difference between trajectories in
the H:L (i.e., high salience target left versus low salience target right) and L:L conditions
(magenta) and between trajectories in the L:H and L:L conditions (cyan). Shaded areas
in the difference plot represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Initial trajectories showed a significant bias toward the higher salience target
(Figure 2.2). When high salience targets were presented on the left, trajectories
were biased toward the left side of space (green traces in Figure 2.2). Similarly,
when high salience targets were presented on the right, trajectories were biased
toward the right side of space (blue traces in Figure 2.2). Importantly, this was
the case whether the final target was cued on the left or the right (Supplemental
Figure 2.1). In contrast, when equally salient targets were presented on both the
left and right sides of space (i.e., when both targets were either high or low
salience), subjects showed no such biasing and initial trajectories aimed for a
midpoint between the two targets (red and black traces in Figure 2.2). The
FANOVA showed that trajectories toward targets of unequal salience (i.e., L:H
and H:L) were significantly different from trajectories toward equally salient
targets (i.e., L:L). These differences started early (2.5% of the reach) and
continued until near the end of the reach (94% of the reach).

2.4 Experiment 2
There were at least three potentially relevant consequences of varying the
concentration of pixels in the targets of experiment 1 (E1): first, the targets varied
in number of pixels. Second, they varied in the luminance contrast of their
contours (i.e., the luminance of the background vs. the luminance of the lines
making up the target). Third, they varied in the overall luminance contrast of the
target (i.e., the luminance of the background vs. luminance within the bounds of
the target). Any of these factors could conceivably be responsible for the biasing
of initial trajectories toward the high salience targets in E1.
The second experiment (E2) had three goals: first, to disentangle the influences
of number of pixels and contour luminance contrast from that of target luminance
contrast; second, to observe how salience interacts with the number of potential
targets in the biasing of initial reach trajectories; third, to see whether the
salience bias (if there is one) is constant within the timescale of a single trial, or
whether it changes as a function of time.
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To address the first goal of E2, we took a basic target (i.e., empty black circle)
and either subtracted (low salience) or added (high salience) a cross at its
center, with the arms of the cross spanning the diameter of the circle (see Figure
2.1C). The two resulting stimuli had equal contour luminance contrast, but they
differed in target luminance contrast and the low salience stimulus still had half
as many pixels as the high salience stimulus. Our interest in the question of pixel
count was primarily motivated by a need to rule out the possibility that, in past
versions of our task (C. S. Chapman, Gallivan, Wood, Milne, Culham, & Goodale,
2010a; 2010b; Gallivan et al., 2011), trajectory biases toward the side of space
with more targets could be attributed to the fact that the side with more targets
also always had more black pixels on a white background. In other words, rather
than basing reach decisions on the probabilities inherent in the spatial distribution
of targets, participants could have simply used differences in the amount of “stuff”
on each side as a cue for initial trajectory formation. In theory, when presented
with twice as many low salience targets on one side as there are high salience
targets on the other side, participants could: 1) be pulled toward one side
because of high salience targets, 2) be pulled toward the other side because of a
greater number of targets (and thus a greater probability that the final target
would appear on that side), or 3) not be pulled to either side and reach up the
middle because there would be an equal number of pixels on each side of space.
Accordingly, we addressed the second goal of E2 by varying the number of
potential targets that could appear on each side of the screen (Figure 2.1 B).
Either 0, 2, or 4 targets could appear on each side of the screen (i.e., all
permutations of 0:2, 0:4, 2:2, 2:4, and 4:4 across the two levels of the salience
factor). Target locations were selected from a hexagonal cluster of possible
locations (with one location at the center, resulting in 7 possible target locations)
on each side of the screen, with the center target of the cluster being located 9
cm to the left or right of the central fixation cross (Supplemental Figure 2). The
addition of more targets necessitated more trials to ensure a suitable number of
trial-type repetitions. After an initial training session of at least 54 trials, an
experimental session commenced, consisting of 540 trials (10 blocks of 54).
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To address the third goal of E2, we tested two separate groups of participants.
Participants in one group (no-delay group) were presented with the initial target
display at the same time that they received an auditory cue to begin their reach.
The other participants (delay group) received the auditory cue 500 ms after the
presentation of the initial target display (Figure 2.1B). This time-dependent
approach allowed us to investigate what effect, if any, target salience might have
when subjects have been given more time to process the target display and plan
their reaches.
We have emphasized that the targets employed in E2 differed in overall target
luminance (i.e., luminance within the bounds of the target), but not in contour
luminance (i.e., luminance of the lines that make up the target). We note here
that another possible factor introduced by this salience manipulation is the
relative closure of the target contours. The high-salience target had fully closed
contours, while the low-salience target had open contours. In light of evidence
that shape processing is fast for closed stimuli and slow for open stimuli (Elder &
Zucker, 1993), we assumed that the degree of closure of the E2 targets also
contributed to their overall salience.

2.4.1 Method
Aside from the differences mentioned above, the design and procedure of E2
were identical to those of E1. There were 31 participants in the no-delay group
and 33 participants in the delay group. After trial removal and participant
screening (using the same criteria that were used in E1), we were left with 27
participants in the no-delay group and 26 participants in the delay group.

2.4.2 Results
The primary finding of E2 was that salience differences (i.e., global luminance
contrast) strongly biased the trajectories of participants in the no-delay group.
This bias was strong enough to overpower the traditional spatial averaging
(based on the distribution of targets) that we have observed in earlier studies (C.
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S. Chapman, Gallivan, Wood, Milne, Culham, & Goodale, 2010a; 2010b; Gallivan
et al., 2011). In contrast and rather importantly, we found no salience bias in the
trajectories of participants in the delay group. Instead, their trajectories showed a
return to spatial averaging behaviour (Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3 Results from Experiment 2. The two plots on the left show an overhead view
of average trajectories for the no-delay (top plot) and delay (bottom plot) groups in
response to a target display with two low salience and two high salience targets. The
colour of the trajectories correspond to the colour-coded target displays depicted
between the two plots. In these plots, and in all other plots in the figure, only trials where
the final target appeared on the left are shown. The two plots on the far right show
average trajectories of the no-delay (top plot) and delay (bottom plot) groups in response
to four low salience and two high salience targets. Shaded areas in the trajectory plots
(i.e., blue and red) represent average standard error. Colours are for purposes of
illustration only. The two plots in the center of the figure show the difference in lateral
deviation (between the red and blue trajectories; i.e., the difference between responses
to the two spatial arrangements of a given target display) as a function of the distance
between the hand and the touchscreen. Shaded areas in the difference plots represent
95% confidence intervals.
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This time-dependent effect of salience can be observed in the comparison of
2H:2L (i.e., two high-salience targets on the left versus two low-salience targets
on the right) and 2L:2H trials. Initial trajectories were biased toward the side with
the high salience targets in the no-delay group. In the delay group, however,
both of these trajectories ran up the middle, as would be predicted if participants
in the delay group were simply averaging the spatial location of the potential
targets.
A more striking illustration of this effect of salience came from the comparison of
4L:2H and 2H:4L trials. Even though the final target was twice as likely to appear
on the side of space with the four low salience targets, initial trajectories of
participants in the no-delay group were still strongly biased toward the two high
salience targets. Critically, in the delay group, we observed a small but
significant bias toward the side of space with more potential targets.
We observed an unexpected attenuation of spatial averaging sensitivity in the nodelay group, even in trials where all potential targets had equal salience. For
example, when we compared 2H:4H and 4H:2H trials, the FANOVA showed that
trajectories were only slightly biased to the left when there were four targets on
the left, and only slightly biased to the right when there were four targets on the
right (Supplemental Figure 3). Regardless of this attenuation, spatial probabilities
still had a consistent effect on reaches such that trajectories were always biased
toward the side of space with more targets.
As an alternative to the results of the functional data analysis presented here, we
also performed a more traditional analysis of the same data, using a mixeddesign ANOVA that compared averages of a selected data point (i.e., 30% of the
reach trajectory) instead of the entire reach trajectory. This analysis was entirely
consistent with the functional data analysis, and is included in the Supplemental
Materials (see Supplemental Table 1). Also included in the Supplemental
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Materials is an analysis of reaction time (Supplemental Table 2) and movement
time (Supplemental Table 3) for E2.

2.5 General Discussion
We recorded trajectories while subjects performed reaches toward multiple
potential targets of differing luminance. Two basic observations emerged: (1)
when subjects were required to react immediately, trajectories were strongly
biased toward the side of space containing targets of higher salience, even when
a higher number of less-salient targets on the opposite side of space made this
strategy sub-optimal, and (2) when subjects were given a 500 ms preview of the
initial display of potential targets prior to being cued to move, the salience bias
was profoundly diminished, as evidenced by the return of a spatial averaging
trajectory bias that reflected the target probabilities inherent in the initial display.
These results, to our knowledge, are the first to show that target salience exerts
a time-dependent modulation of the spatial averaging of reach trajectories.

2.5.1 Salient targets dominate early visuomotor competition
The driving motivation behind the present study was to test the hypothesis that
the neural mechanisms responsible for selecting a reach target would be
influenced by luminance differences in the potential targets. More specifically,
we hypothesized that the competition between representations of potential
targets on a reach-specific priority map would be biased by salience differences
such that the neural activity representing salient target(s) would be facilitated. In
light of our claim that the spatial averaging effects observed in past iterations of
the present task (C. S. Chapman, Gallivan, Wood, Milne, Culham, & Goodale,
2010a; 2010b; Gallivan et al., 2011) and other similar tasks (Hudson et al., 2007;
Song & Nakayama, 2006; 2007; 2008) are a reflection of unresolved competition
in the priority map at the time of reach initiation, one clear prediction from this
hypothesis was that the unresolved competition would be biased in favor of the
salient target(s), resulting in an initial trajectory bias toward the spatial location of
the salient target(s). This prediction was also based upon an analogy with
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models of saccade curvature (McPeek et al., 2003; Tipper et al., 2000; Van der
Stigchel et al., 2006), in which saccade curvature during double-step (Van
Gisbergen, Van Opstal, & Roebroek, 1987) or visual search (Godijn & Theeuwes,
2002; McPeek, Skavenski, & Nakayama, 2000; R. Walker, Mcsorley, & Haggard,
2006) paradigms is a result of averaging disparate saccade vectors encoded
simultaneously by competing clusters of activity within a priority map.
In the present study, when participants were required to initiate a reach as
quickly as possible (E1 and no-delay group in E2), initial trajectories were
strongly biased toward the high salience targets. This is in contrast to spatially
averaged trajectories that aim for a midpoint location when the salience of the
competing targets was equal. A more compelling demonstration of this salience
bias (in E2) was found in the observation that when making rapidly initiated
reaches, trajectories were biased toward high salience targets even when there
were twice as many targets (and therefore twice the probability that the final
target would appear) and an equal number of pixels on the other side of space.
The fact that trajectories did not aim for a midpoint location in this condition (i.e.,
2H:4L) suggests that the salience bias is driven not by the difference in salience
between whole clusters of targets (i.e., the amount of pixels or “stuff” on a given
side of space), but rather by the difference in salience between individual targets.
One surprising observation from E2 was that when salience was held constant
(e.g., 2H:4H), initial trajectories were far less sensitive to spatial target
probabilities than has been observed in past studies (C. S. Chapman, Gallivan,
Wood, Milne, Culham, & Goodale, 2010a; 2010b; Gallivan et al., 2011). Perhaps
the introduction of luminance differences, along with the overwhelming
behavioural relevance of visual salience in most other contexts, cultivated a
readiness for those differences even though they were task-irrelevant in this
case. On a related note, the observed behaviour of participants in the no-delay
group during the 2H:4L condition also shows that the salience bias exerts
dominance not only in spite of the task-irrelevance of target luminance, but also
in spite of a considerable decrease in movement efficiency. In other words,
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reaching toward the 2H targets (as opposed to the 4L targets) in response to the
2H:4L display necessitated a greater frequency and magnitude of online
corrections. This seemingly sub-optimal behaviour persisted throughout the
entire session (i.e., there was no detectable difference between behaviour in the
first three and last three blocks; see Supplemental Figure 4), suggesting that
participants in the no-delay group never learned to ignore the salience of targets.
At least one study has previously examined the role of target salience in the
selection of reaching movements. Zehetleitner, Hegenloh, and Müller
(Zehetleitner et al., 2011) observed that when participants pointed to a target
among a uniform field of distractors differing from the target in either orientation
or luminance, reach durations and initiation latencies decreased as feature
contrast increased. Since a similar effect has been consistently observed in
saccades during visual search tasks (Wolfe & Horowitz, 2004), Zehetleitner et al.
interpreted their results as evidence of a salience map. In the present study, we
were unable to detect differences in initiation latencies between trials with and
without luminance differences between targets. Indeed, we have never been
able to detect reaction time differences in past implementations of the present
paradigm--a fact that is likely a reflection of the stringent reaction time cutoff
employed (i.e., 325 ms). Importantly, the failure to detect RT differences was not
due to participants “timing out” more often on one type of trial than another,
which would have led to a selective exclusion of the more difficult trials from
analysis. Simply put, participants quickly learned to respond well ahead of the
cutoff (the slowest average RT for any condition was 200 ms; see Supplementary
Table 2), regardless of luminance conditions. Despite the lack of RT differences,
the results of our trajectory analysis agree with the claim that reaching
movements are selected on the basis of a motor map that incorporates visual
salience into its computations.
Multiple studies indicate that there is typically a tight anchoring of ocular gaze to
the target of ongoing pointing movements (Fisk & Goodale, 1985; Neggers &
Bekkering, 2000). Indeed, it could be argued that eye movements are often an
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integral component of visually guided reaching; we typically look at the target we
are reaching towards. Given that eye movements were unconstrained in our
study, one might argue that the observed effect of salience upon initial reach
trajectories could be explained by salience-induced saccadic activity prior to the
initiation of the reach. That is, salient targets could have captured attention and
elicited a saccade, and pointing movements could have been drawn to where the
participants were looking. We acknowledge this possibility and hope to pursue
this interesting question in future studies.

2.5.2 Visual salience is a factor only during early visuomotor
competition
One of the central goals of the present study was to test the prediction that, if
salience did in fact bias initial reach trajectories, it would do so only within a short
temporal window after the presentation of the potential targets. Positive support
for this prediction was found in the striking reversal of trajectory biases as
participants in the no-delay group were biased by target salience while, within the
same condition, participants in the delay group were instead biased by the spatial
distribution of potential targets (see Figure 2.3). These results agree with a
number of studies showing that eye and arm movements following either a short
SOA or a short response latency are more influenced by salience differences
than are those that follow longer SOAs or response latencies (Dombrowe et al.,
2010; Donk & Soesman, 2010; Donk & van Zoest, 2008; Stritzke,
Trommershäuser, & Gegenfurtner, 2009). The results of the present study and
these latter studies indicate that target salience biases selection only within a
brief time span following stimulus onset.
Why does the salience bias seem to disappear after a few hundred milliseconds?
One possible explanation is that stimulus salience results in an immediate and
persistent boost in gain at the corresponding location on the priority map, and
that the gain at this location can be suppressed by top-down inputs that take a
few hundred milliseconds to appear. More specifically, some have proposed that
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the initial sweep of activity during visual processing is entirely stimulus-driven,
and that subsequent recurrent processing involves top-down regulation of early
visual areas by way of long-range feedback connections (Lamme & Roelfsema,
2000; Theeuwes, 2010). This proposition finds some empirical support from a
study in which Buschman and Miller (2007) recorded simultaneously from frontal
(prefrontal cortex and frontal eye fields) and parietal (lateral intraparietal area,
LIP) cortex while monkeys located a target in either a visual pop-out or a visual
search task. These two tasks were meant to selectively elicit bottom-up or topdown attention, respectively. Interestingly, LIP cells represented the location of
the target 150-200 ms earlier in the pop-out task than they did in the visual
search task, suggesting that bottom-up attention has an influence upon the
priority map in LIP significantly sooner than does top-down attention.
Of course, in everyday behaviour, visual information is not broken into the
discrete, unpredictable bursts that characterize visual information within a
laboratory setting. Rather, visual information tends to be continuous,
contextualized, and statistically structured, which implies that anticipatory topdown modulation could occur in principle, allowing one to suppress taskirrelevant salience differences within a stimulus set. Indeed, Mazaheri et al.
(2011) have demonstrated that pre-stimulus coupling between frontal and
parietal areas predicted successful suppression of attentional capture by a
salient distractor. Many other studies have demonstrated that it is possible to
suppress attentional capture from the outset, specifically when sufficient practice
or training has occurred (Ipata, Gee, Gottlieb, Bisley, & Goldberg, 2006; Kim &
Cave, 1999), or when task-set (Yantis & Egeth, 1999) or distractor frequency
(Geyer, Müller, & Krummenacher, 2008) increase the incentive to suppress
salience differences (although the Yantis & Egeth results have been strongly
contested; see Lamy & Zoaris, 2009) It is conceivable that, in our task,
participants could have eventually developed the ability to suppress the salience
bias had they been given more trials.
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An alternative explanation of the eventual disappearance of salience biases is
that salient stimuli are processed earlier than other competing stimuli, as
indicated by electrophysiological studies (Hickey, McDonald, & Theeuwes, 2006;
Töllner, Zehetleitner, Gramann, & Müller, 2011). In priority maps, where lateral
inhibition results in winner-take-all dynamics (Bisley & Goldberg, 2010), a
selective reduction in processing latency for salient stimuli would also result in
the suppression of activity at other spatial locations prior to the appearance of
activity representing less salient stimuli. After the appearance of the other stimuli,
and in the absence of any continuous signal boost for salient stimuli, the
competition would tend toward equalization until either endogenous or
exogenous inputs identified and thus biased the competition for one of the
targets. This “head start” is another possible mechanism that could explain the
time-dependence of the salience bias in our data.

2.5.3 Conclusion
In conclusion, we show that salience exerts a time-dependent bias upon reach
trajectories toward multiple potential targets, and that this salience bias
overpowers the spatial averaging of initial trajectories toward those targets.
Since this spatial averaging behaviour is widely thought to reflect unresolved
competition in a priority map, we interpret our results as evidence that visual
salience selectively increases the gain of target representations on the map, and
that this early processing advantage for salient targets dwindles within 500 ms at
most. It will be important for future studies to titrate the duration of the display
presentation (prior to the movement cue) in order to better characterize the
shape of the function describing the attenuation of the salience bias.
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Chapter 3 : Individual differences in the speed of visual
processing predict capture by target salience
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3.1 Abstract
Salient stimuli attract our movements, even when this is sub-optimal and contrary
to our goals. Using a rapid reaching task, we show that the degree to which this
happens in an individual depends on the range of their visual processing speeds.
We also demonstrate that increasing the salience differences between stimuli
makes the individual differences in processing speed matter less. This can be
explained by response saturation due to normalization. Finally, we show that the
biasing effect of visual salience upon behavior lasts much longer than the
classical 200-250 ms (as reported by past studies) in conditions where all stimuli,
both salient and inconspicuous, are task-relevant.
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3.2 Introduction
When people reach toward multiple potential targets without knowing the final
target location, initial reach vectors are sensitive to the numerosity of the target
distribution, as evidence by a trajectory bias toward the centre of gravity of the
target array (C. S. Chapman, Gallivan, Wood, Milne, Culham, & Goodale, 2010a;
2010b; Gallivan et al., 2011; Milne et al., 2013). When there are salience
differences between the potential targets, however, the initial trajectories are
biased toward the high-salience targets, even in cases where there are twice as
many low-salience targets on the other side of the display (Wood et al., 2011).
Similarly, express saccades and fast, visually guided reaching movements will
often deviate toward distractors (Song & Nakayama, 2007; Van der Stigchel,
2010). These examples illustrate the consistent finding that salient stimuli may
elicit involuntary orienting responses and trajectory deviations, often in cases
where such responses are explicitly contrary to overarching goals. Despite the
considerable literature exploring these effects, we still understand very little about
the mechanism(s) responsible. What is it about how salience is coded that
causes trajectory deviations?
Visual stimuli with high luminance contrast are processed faster than lowcontrast stimuli. This is a phenomenon that has long been known through classic
behavioral studies (Cattell, 1886; Mansfield, 1973), but more recently
demonstrated with electrophysiological techniques in occipital and parietal cortex
(Gawne, Kjaer, & Richmond, 1996; Johannes, Münte, Heinze, & Mangun, 1995;
Töllner et al., 2011). It is unclear, however, what this processing speed
differential means for the encoding of salience in visuomotor circuits (e.g., in a
salience map). Salience responses can be found in many areas involved in
visuomotor processing, such as superior colliculus (Boehnke & Munoz, 2008),
lateral intraparietal area (Gottlieb, Kusunoki, & Goldberg, 1998), primary visual
cortex (Z. Li, 2002), area V4 (Mazer & Gallant, 2003), and frontal eye fields
(Thompson & Bichot, 2005). The most influential computational models of visual
salience simulate these salience responses through hierarchical centre-surround
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mechanisms (Itti & Koch, 2001), but such approaches are, at best, indifferent to
any possible role of differential processing speed in the computation of salience.
An alternative proposal suggests that salience could be computed by way of a
temporal code that utilizes the relative timing of the arrival of the first spikes in
response to a stimulus (Guyonneau, Vanrullen, & Thorpe, 2004; Vanrullen,
2003). While there is evidence that such a rank-order coding scheme is indeed
used in sensory processing (e.g., Johansson & Birznieks, 2004), there is little
empirical support for the provocative hypothesis that this mechanism is involved
in the processing of salience.
If the encoding of visuomotor salience is influenced by the relative processing
speeds for concurrent stimuli, then the degree of trajectory deviation toward a
salient target in a reaching task should be directly related to the difference in
processing speeds between the salient and less-conspicuous targets of the
target display. In the present study, we tested this prediction by using (1) a
speeded enumeration task with stimuli of varying contrast, and (2) a compelled
reaching task with multiple potential targets that varied in contrast, sampled at
ten different delay conditions. The latter task allowed us to characterize, over a
broad temporal range, the respective biases of salience and numerosity.
We demonstrate that the degree to which behaviour is automatically influenced
by salience differences in the visual scene is predicted by an individual’s unique
range of processing speeds for visual information. We also demonstrate that the
biggest differences between individuals occur in the lower ranges of salience. In
other words, as you increase the salience differences between stimuli (and,
presumably, the spike arrival latencies between them), the individual differences
in processing speed matter less. Finally, we show that, when both salient and
inconspicuous stimuli are task-relevant, the biasing effect of visual salience upon
behavior lasts much longer than the 250 ms reported by many past studies
(Dombrowe et al., 2010; Donk & Soesman, 2010; Donk & van Zoest, 2008; van
Zoest et al., 2012).
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3.3 Methods
Using optoelectronic markers (Optotrak: NDI, Waterloo, ON), we recorded
reaching movements (sampling the position of the right index finger at 150 Hz) in
79 right-handed participants (mean age 22; 48 females), distributed across three
experimental groups (E1: 26, E2: 28, E3: 25), as they reached from a start button
to a touchscreen (1024x768, 60 Hz refresh rate) located 40 cm away. Trials
began with participants holding down the start button while fixating (for a variable
delay of 1000–2000 ms) a point at the center of the touchscreen. The fixation
point was then replaced by a target display that consisted of four to eight
potential targets (i.e., clusters of two or four targets on each side of space) of
varying luminance contrast. The ‘Go’ cue was an auditory ‘beep’ that occurred
anywhere from 0 to 450 ms (in 50 ms increments) following the appearance of
the target display, resulting in 10 parametric delay conditions. Following the Go
cue, participants had 325 ms to initiate a reach toward the display. Once the
reach began and the start button was released, one of the targets in the initial
display was cued (by filling in black) and participants had to correct their
trajectory in flight to that target location within 425 ms (Figure 3.1A). We
emphasize here that the 425 ms movement time constraint precluded any
strategies that involved a double-step movement, e.g., lifting the finger off the
start button and waiting for the final target to appear, and then initiating a reach
toward the final target. In other words, participants needed to commit to a reach
vector and move forward, relying upon online correction later in the reach in
order to hit the target within the allotted time.
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Figure 3.1 Task and stimuli. A, Temporal sequence of a single trial in the reaching task.
After a variable fixation period, the array of potential targets appeared. An auditory gocue was presented either simultaneously with or up to 450 ms (50 ms increments) after
the target array onset. After the go-cue, participants had 325 ms to begin reaching. Only
after reach onset was the final target cued by filling in one of the potential targets.
Participants had 425 ms from reach onset to touch the final target. B, A single trial in the
enumeration task. After a variable fixation period, a cluster of targets appeared on the
screen for 16.7ms, along with an auditory go-cue. Participants had 1500ms to report
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(with a numeric keypad) the number of targets detected. C, The eight possible target
displays, grouped into four basic patterns. Note that the uniform clustering of targets
depicted here is only for illustrative purposes. See Methods for a description of the
actual target locations in a display. D, Luminance and Weber contrast values for the
potential targets. E, All three experimental groups had the same high contrast target, but
differed with respect to the low contrast target that they encountered.

All targets in the display had an equal probability of filling in and becoming the
final target. To encourage accurate performance, participants received trial-bytrial feedback on their fulfillment of the task’s temporal and spatial constraints.
There were four possible types of errors that caused the following text to be
displayed at the centre of the display screen: ‘Too Early’ (if the start button was
released before 100 ms had elapsed after the beep cue; this aborted the trial),
‘Time Out’ (if the start button was not released within 325 ms; this also aborted
the trial), ‘Too Slow’ (if the screen was not touched within 425 ms of button
release), or ‘Miss’ (if participants did not touch the screen within a 6 cm x 6 cm
box centered on the target). ‘Good’ was displayed on trials without errors.
Participants performed an initial training session of at least 70 trials, followed by
1400 test trials (across 20 blocks).
Target stimuli were empty grey/black circles (presented against a white
background) with a 2 cm diameter. They were pseudo-randomly selected from a
possible target array of 14 targets (7 on each side of space). Each 7-target
location array was essentially a hexagon with one target location in the center,
with that center target located 10 cm to the left or right of the central fixation
point. Each target in the array was 3 cm away from its nearest neighbors. In
order to control for spatial biases due to differences in the visual eccentricity and
spread of the potential targets, the central target position in the potential target
array was always presented on each trial, with all other potential targets being
randomly selected for presentation.
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We manipulated the salience of individual targets by varying their luminance
contrast ratio with the background (Figure 3.1 D and E). Luminance contrast was
varied between, but not within, target clusters (i.e., between opposing sides of
the target display and not within the same side of the target display). The
background of the touch display was white (RGB: [255 255 255]) with a
luminance value of 380 cd/m2. For each of the three salience groups, highsalience targets were black (RGB: [0 0 0]) with a luminance value of 3 cd/m2
(~0% of white luminance, ~100% Weber contrast ratio). The three salience
groups differed only in the luminance value of the low-salience targets they
viewed. In the LOW salience group, low contrast targets (RGB: [102 102 102])
had a luminance value of 60 cd/m2 (~85% Weber contrast ratio). In the MID
salience group, low contrast targets (RGB: [185 185 185]) had a luminance value
of 195 cd/m2 (~50% Weber contrast ratio). In the HIGH salience group, low
contrast targets (RGB: [230 230 230]) had a luminance value of 330 cd/m2
(~15% Weber contrast ratio). Luminance values were measured with a Minolta
LS-110 photometer.
The target positions for a given trial in the reaching task consisted of a
permutation of one of eight possible patterns: (1) The two opposite-bias target
displays (i.e., SAL-NUM) consisted of two high contrast targets on one side and
four low contrast targets on the other side. In this condition, the respective
salience and numerosity biases pulled in opposite directions. (2) The two pure
salience displays (i.e., SAL) pitted two high contrast targets against two low
contrast targets, thus holding numerosity constant. (3) The two pure numerosity
displays (i.e., NUM) pitted two high contrast targets against four high contrast
targets, thus holding salience constant. (4) The two same-bias displays (i.e.,
SAL+NUM) consisted of two low contrast targets pitted against four high contrast
targets. In this condition, the salience and numerosity biases pulled in the same
direction.
Following the main reaching experiment, participants completed a short
enumeration task (Figure 3.1B) in which they viewed anywhere from one to six
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targets flash on the screen for one monitor refresh (i.e., 16.7 ms), and then
reported with a number pad how many targets they detected. The stimuli were
the same empty circles with the same two possible luminance values, randomly
selected from the same 14 (i.e., 7 left and 7 right of fixation) possible locations
that the participant experienced during the reaching task. The cluster of stimuli
presented during a given trial, however, was always of a single salience value
and only on one randomly selected side of the display. We collected RTs and
instructed participants to respond as quickly and accurately as possible. If a
participant failed to respond within 1500 ms, the trial aborted and the participant
received a visual reminder to respond quickly.

3.3.1 Data Processing and Analysis
Other studies that have used a version of this task have shown that information
about the final target (which is cued at movement onset) reliably begins to exert
an influence on trajectories at about 60% of the spatial extent of the movement
(C. S. Chapman, Gallivan, Wood, Milne, Culham, & Goodale, 2010a; 2010b;
Gallivan et al., 2011). Since we were exclusively interested in the initial direction
of reach trajectories, we focused the present analysis upon the first 20% of
movement space. Sampling at this early stage isolated the initial reach plan and
avoided contamination from visual processing of the final target location.
Accordingly, we collapsed the final target cue variable for the purposes of
analysis (since it should have no impact upon the reach trajectory until ~60% of
the reach). To characterize the effects of target salience and numerosity over
time, we averaged trajectories according to target display condition and delay
condition.
Figure 3.2 A depicts, for two different delay conditions, the instantaneous spatial
position of reach trajectories for a representative subject. Since we were
interested in characterizing the entire first 20% of the movement trajectory (and
not simply what is happening at a single point at 20% of reach distance), we took
the area under the curve (AUC) for the first 20% of each trajectory. We found this
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metric to be less noisy, and less susceptible to chance differences in
instantaneous position at the point of sampling. To measure bias for each of the
four target patterns (i.e., SAL-NUM, SAL, NUM, and SAL+NUM), we took the
difference between the average AUC of the two opposing conditions within a
display pattern (see Figure 3.1 C). Using this approach, a bias of zero would
indicate that the average trajectories for the two opposite displays within a
pattern are completely overlapping. Unless otherwise specified (for example,
Figure 3.4), a negative bias value indicates a trajectory bias toward salience, and
a positive trajectory bias value indicates a bias toward numerosity. Note that, in
order to validate the choice of 20% of the reach as a sampling cut-off point for
analysis, we also conducted the analysis with AUC at 50% of the reach. The
differences were negligible and had no impact on the outcome of the analysis
and its interpretation.
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Figure 3.2 Analysis of reaching performance for a single participant in the MID salience
group. A, During trials with the SAL-NUM target display, this participant was strongly
biased toward salience at the minimum delay (0 ms) and strongly biased toward
numerosity at the maximum delay (450 ms). We show only the first 10 cm (out of 40 cm)
of the reach. Colored patches between the trajectories indicate the area under the curve
(AUC). B, By taking the AUC (up to 20% or 8 cm of the reach) between the average
trajectories toward the two mirror-image displays for each of the four target display
conditions, we calculated the overall reach bias (on a continuum of salience to
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numerosity bias) at each of the parametric delays. The result is a bias function (shown in
green bordering). C, To describe the shape of each participant’s bias transition function
(i.e., the bias function for the SAL-NUM target display), we fitted linear (not shown),
cubic, and logistic functions. D, Finally, we characterized reach bias as a function of a
continuous temporal metric (Delay + RT). We used this continuous bias transition
function to define the max salience bias for each participant.

Given the assumption of a non-uniform relationship between delay and RT (this
was verified statistically, but not reported here) and given that our primary goal
was to understand how different variables influence reaching vectors as a
function of the time elapsed between visual presentation and movement onset, it
was important to account for both delay duration and RT in our temporal
measure. To do so we simply added RT to delay duration, resulting in a
continuous (rather than a discrete) measure of stimulus visual feedback duration
prior to movement onset. We then sorted the reach bias values by this
continuous delay variable, and took the median bias value within a 70 ms sliding
window (Figure 3.2 D). The resulting bias function was then smoothed with a 7point (i.e., 7 ms) moving average filter. Many of the dependent measures used in
the present study are derived from the bias function for the SAL-NUM display
trials, which we call the bias transition function, since it theoretically involves the
transition from a salience bias to a numerosity bias over time. For the remaining
target displays, we refer to the change in bias over time as, simply, a bias
function.
To verify that unnecessary distortions were not introduced into the bias functions
by way of the 70 ms windowed median approach, we conducted the same
analysis with various window sizes (50, 25, and 10 ms windows). In every case,
the bias functions were nearly identical, with the only changes being (1) slightly
higher frequency fluctuations and (2) the size of the confidence intervals, which
naturally grew as the window was contracted. The conclusions of these analyses
did not differ from those of the original analysis. For robustness, we also
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performed the same analysis with a mean rather than a median of the data within
the window. The only effect of this change was a negative translation of the bias
function, demonstrating that the underlying distribution was skewed.
For the purposes of the kinematic analysis, we relaxed the movement time
constraint to 500ms (instead of 425 ms) and we also included all trials where the
final target was missed, so long as they touched the screen within the allotted
time. This decision was based upon the assumption that an inaccurate (and
perhaps slightly slower) reach is still highly informative, especially within the first
20% of the movement (when movement corrections have not yet taken place).
These criteria resulted in a rejection of 14.5% of the trials for the kinematic
analysis.
We removed outliers by calculating the median absolute deviation (MAD) and
removing data points that were over 3 MADs from the median (Leys, Ley, Klein,
Bernard, & Licata, 2013). Using this criterion, there was one outlier in max
salience bias and four outliers in RT for the enumeration task. All reported
ANOVAs were Greenhouse-Geisser corrected where violations of the sphericity
assumption were observed. All reported t-tests were Bonferonni corrected to
account for multiple comparisons.

3.4 Results
The primary goal of this study was to investigate the relationship between visual
processing speed as measured in a target enumeration task and the degree of
bias induced by target saliency in a rapid reaching task. To do this, we first
characterized and quantified the interaction of target salience and numerosity
over time. Our main analytical approach to this problem was to construct
continuous bias functions for the four target patterns (see Figure 3.1 D), and to
compare them using confidence intervals. These four target display patterns
captured four possible relationships between target salience and numerosity: (1)
subtractive, (2) salience only, (3) numerosity only, and (4) additive.
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3.4.1 Characterization of bias over time
We first report the results of our bias function analysis, which is depicted in
Figures 3.3-5. The bias functions for each of the four target display patterns,
averaged across all salience groups, are depicted in Figure 3.3 A. The three
salience-based functions (i.e., SAL-NUM, SAL, and SAL+NUM) are almost
indistinguishable up to 300-350 ms, at which point they begin to diverge from one
another. This divergence is perhaps best conceived as a deviation from the SAL
function in two different directions, due to either subtracting (i.e., SAL-NUM) or
adding (i.e., SAL+NUM) the influence of numerosity.
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Figure 3.3 The interaction of salience and numerosity over time. These plots show
average bias functions for the four target conditions of interest. Red traces show the bias
transition function, which is the response to displays where luminance contrast and
numerosity bias the reach in different directions (i.e., SAL-NUM). Green traces show the
response to displays that differed only in luminance contrast (i.e.,SAL). Magenta traces
show the response to displays that differed only in numerosity (i.e., NUM). Blue traces
show the response to displays where luminance contrast and numerosity bias the reach
in the same direction (i.e., SAL+NUM). A, Bias functions averaged over all salience
groups. B, Bias functions averaged within salience groups. Shaded regions indicate
bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.

One target pattern that was of special interest is the SAL-NUM pattern, in which
there were two high-salience targets on one side of space and four low-salience
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targets on the other side. This put the biases of target salience and numerosity
into direct opposition, allowing us to observe their interaction over time. As
expected, the influence of salience overpowered that of numerosity at the earliest
time points (small Delay + RT). This was true even in the LOW salience group, in
which the confidence interval briefly dipped below 0 at around 325 ms. Based on
past work that showed a small but significant bias toward numerosity in response
to a SAL-NUM display after a 500 ms delay (Wood et al., 2011), we had
expected to see a transition to a numerosity bias by the end of the tested time
range in the present study. Instead, we observed a stabilization of the bias
transition function at equilibrium between salience and numerosity (Figure 3.3 A
and B). This finding is even more striking when one considers the magnitude of
the NUM bias function (plotted in magenta for Figures 3.3 and 3.4).
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Figure 3.4 Pure salience (SAL) and pure numerosity (NUM) bias functions over time. A,
Salience and numerosity bias strength averaged over all salience groups. B, Salience
and numerosity bias functions averaged within salience groups. Note that the trace for
the SAL condition is inverted for display purposes. Shaded regions indicate
bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.

Considered together, the SAL and NUM bias functions help explain the shape of
the bias transition function, in particular its stabilization at equilibrium. Figure 3.4
isolates the SAL and NUM bias functions, and compares their magnitudes over
time. At the earliest time points, there was no bias whatsoever in response to the
NUM target display (see Figure 3.4A). In other words, reaches were going
directly up the middle, presumably because these reaches were being initiated
prior to any numerosity information arriving to the relevant neural pathways. After
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150 ms of exposure to the targets, the numerosity bias came online and grew
until it peaked at around 350 ms and then stayed constant across the remainder
of the sampled time range (Figure 3.4A). This is in contrast to the SAL bias
function, which peaked considerably higher and slightly earlier (i.e., by roughly
50-100 ms) than the NUM bias function, after which it logarithmically decayed
until it reached what appeared to be a steady state of continued salience bias
near the end of the sampled time range (Figure 3.4A). Notably, these two
independent bias functions intersect at roughly 450 ms, which is exactly the time
when the SAL-NUM bias transition function stabilized (compare intersection of
pink and green curves in Figure 3.4A with the red curve in Figure 3.3A). The
persistent effects of the pure NUM and SAL biases neatly accounts for the
observation that the SAL-NUM bias transition function never completed a full
transition to a numerosity bias. The fact that the salience bias exerted a
persistent influence on visuomotor competition after at least 700 ms of visual
exposure to the targets is one of the more surprising findings of this study, given
the empirical precedent of a 250 ms window for the effect of salience.

Figure 3.5 Between-group differences in salience-based bias function overlap. A, The
degree of spread between the three salience-based bias functions (i.e., SAL-NUM, SAL,
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and SAL+NUM), compared across salience groups. The magnitude of salience bias
spread is inversely proportional to the influence of numerosity within a given target
salience group. Error bars indicate SEM. * p < 0.05. B, Target contrast values of the
three salience groups, mapped onto the logarithmic contrast response function. This
figure illustrates the proposed mechanism underlying the results depicted in A.

We noted that the salience-based bias functions (i.e., SAL-NUM, SAL, and
SAL+NUM) showed differing degrees of overlap between the three different
salience groups (Figure 3.3 B). We quantified salience bias spread as follows: for
each participant, we first averaged each of the three salience-based bias
functions over the entire temporal range. We then assigned each of these values
a difference score by subtracting the grand mean of all three from each individual
bias function mean. Next, we took the slopes of a linear regression over the three
resulting difference scores for each participant. In essence, the steepness of the
slope is a measure of the degree of spread between the three salience-based
bias functions. In turn, the degree of spread is indicative of the magnitude of the
numerosity effect in the SAL-NUM and SAL+NUM bias functions. In other words,
a smaller salience bias spread indicates a weaker influence of numerosity.
Figure 3.5 A depicts the average regression slopes for the three target salience
groups. Only the difference between the LOW and HIGH salience groups came
out as significant (p = 0.015). Given the general direction of the effect and the
significant difference between the LOW and HIGH groups, we take this as
evidence that increasing the contrast difference between targets (and, by
extension, the magnitude of salience) diminishes the effect of numerosity in
visuomotor competition.
Figure 3.5 B depicts a possible mechanism to explain the groupwise differences
in salience spread; it shows the target contrast values of the salience groups
mapped onto the logarithmic contrast response function. The function is
expansive at low contrasts and compressive at high contrasts (Boynton, Demb,
Glover, & Heeger, 1999). In other words, a given span of contrast values at a
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high range evokes a thinner band of neural responses than the same span of
contrast values at a lower range.

3.4.2 Target salience affects the timing and magnitude of trajectory
biases
The group-average bias functions reported above (i.e., Figures 3.3 and 3.4) are
informative with respect to important general trends in the data. However, they
would not reveal potentially interesting individual differences in the shapes of
those functions for the different participants. To investigate what those shapes
were, we fitted individual participants’ bias transition functions with logistic, cubic,
and linear functions (see Figure 3.2 C). For the logistic fit, we used a variant of
the generalized logistic function:
1
⎛
⎞
Y (x) = A + K ⎜
⎝ 1+ e−( M +Bx ) ⎟⎠

where A (value at maximum growth) and K (scaling factor) define the asymptotes
and carrying capacity, B is the growth rate, and M is the time of maximum
growth.
Overall, the best fit to the individual bias transition functions was with a cubic
function (mean SSE = 0.46 au), followed by the logistic (mean SSE = 0.67 au)
and linear (mean SSE = 1.88 au) functions (t-tests yielded p < 10-7 for all
contrasts). None of the participants had data that were best fit by a linear
function, while 58.23% had data best fit by a cubic, and 41.77% had data best fit
by a logistic function. In those cases where the best fit was logistic (and, indeed,
in most other cases), the cubic function typically approximated the sigmoidal
shape of a logistic function (see Figure 3.2 C).
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Figure 3.6 Maximum salience bias and bias transition latency. A, Measures of bias
transition latency extracted from cubic and logistic fits to individual performance in the
SAL-NUM display condition (see Figure 3.2D). In spite of the resemblance of the two fits,
there were no significant latency differences between salience groups for the logistic fits,
due to significantly higher variability. B, Average latency of the max salience bias for the
respective salience groups. C, Average max salience bias for the respective salience
groups. D, The magnitude of the maximum salience bias predicts the latency of the point
where the maximum is reached. Participants with a stronger maximum salience bias
tended to reach that maximum earlier than others. Histograms depict, on their respective
axes, the distribution of data points for the three different salience groups. All error bars
indicate SEM.

We characterized the latency of the SAL-NUM bias transition in three separate
ways. First, we took the latency of the max salience bias (Figure 3.2 D). Second,
we took latency of the inflection point on the logistic fit of the bias transition
function (i.e., the bias function for the SAL-NUM condition). Third, we took the
first inflection point of the cubic fit of the bias transition function (Figure 3.2 C). In
cases where this first inflection point occurred after the first positive bias peak of
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the fit (i.e., the first zero-crossing of the cubic’s first derivative was from negative
to positive instead of positive to negative), we approximated an inflection point by
taking the midpoint between the peak and the previous lowest point in the data.
These three independent measures of bias transition latency all pointed to the
same conclusion, although with varying degrees of reliability. In each case, the
mean bias transition latency was inversely related to target salience (see Figure
3.6 A and B). There was a main effect of contrast on max salience bias latency,
F(2,76) = 32.21, p < 10-5. The same was true of cubic inflection latency, F(2,76) =
4.56, p < 0.05. The test for an effect of contrast on logistic inflection latency,
however, failed to reach significance, p = 0.078. The pairwise comparisons for
the max salience bias latency and the cubic inflection latency revealed a
significant difference between the LOW and HIGH salience groups (max salience
bias: p < 10-5; cubic inflection latency: p < 0.05), and a significant difference
between the LOW and MID salience groups in the case of max salience bias
latency, p < 10-5. Taken together, these three separate analytical approaches
provide converging evidence that bias transition latency increases as the
luminance contrast of the low-contrast target increases (or, in other words, as the
salience of the high-contrast target decreases).
We also found a main effect of salience group on max salience bias, F(2,76) =
5.25, p < 0.01. Pairwise comparisons were significant only between the LOW and
HIGH contrast groups, p < 0.01 (although the comparison between LOW and
MID groups approached significance, p = 0.068 after correction). We conclude
that the manipulation of luminance contrast produced a graded effect upon the
degree of bias toward the more salient target. In other words, the more salient
the high-contrast targets, the more participants reached in the direction of those
targets.
The relationship between the magnitude of the salience bias and how quickly it
began to transition toward a numerosity bias was illustrated in the moderate
correlation between max salience bias and max salience bias latency, r = 0.34, p
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< 0.01 (Figure 3.6 D). Given that this correlation was not significant within the
individual salience groups, the significance of the correlation across all groups
points to the differences between them. These differences could also be
observed in the respective distributions of these variables for the respective
salience groups, as seen in the histograms plotted on the axes of Figure 3.6 D.

3.4.3 Individual differences in maximum salience bias are predicted
by target enumeration speed
During pilot testing for the reaching task, we took note of the considerable
variability in the degree to which individual participants were susceptible to the
respective salience and numerosity biases, even within a given salience group.
We suspected that this variability was attributable to differences in low-level
visual processing, and that the latter might be quantified in a separate
psychophysical task that measured speed in reporting the number of targets (of
varying luminance contrasts) briefly flashed on a screen.
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Figure 3.7 Target enumeration accuracy and RT are correlated with max salience bias.
The RT difference between low- and high-contrast conditions is correlated with max
salience bias in the reaching task. The black regression line represents the regression
over all three salience groups, and corresponds to the Pearson’s r value in black text.
**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001

In our view, the most important result of the present study was a significant
correlation observed between maximum salience bias and the RT difference
between low- and high-contrast targets (collapsed over all target quantity
conditions), r = -0.40, p < 0.01. The direction of the correlation indicates that the
participants who took longer to respond to the low-contrast (relative to the highcontrast) targets in the enumeration task were more influenced by salience in the
reaching task. In other words, individual differences in differential processing
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speeds for targets of varying luminance contrasts predicted the degree to which
target salience biased reaching vectors.
Intriguingly, participants who were actually faster at detecting and enumerating
low-contrast stimuli tended to have max salience biases that were inverted (i.e.,
the closest they got to a salience bias was still a numerosity bias; see upper-left
quadrant of Figure 3.7). Recall that the max salience bias measure is derived
from the SAL-NUM target pattern, in which there are two high-contrast targets on
one side and four low-contrast targets on the other side. Thus, the participants
with the inverted RT relationship in the enumeration task (i.e., faster at detecting
low- than high-contrast stimuli) were actually more biased toward the four lowsalience targets from the very beginning. If that bias was due to low-contrast
targets actually being more salient for these participants, then the same
participants may also have displayed a bias toward the low-contrast stimuli even
when there were twice as many high-contrast stimuli on the other side of space
(i.e., target display SAL+NUM).

Figure 3.8 Numerosity-tuning in a subset of participants. We regressed max salience
bias (taken from SAL+NUM performance) against the mean of the entire bias function for
the SAL-NUM display trials. We then divided participants according to negative or
positive max salience bias scores (blue and red dots, respectively). The resulting groups
showed a striking reversal in the relationship between the two variables, revealing a
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subset of participants who were tuned to the numerosity of the target display, regardless
of which targets were salient. * p < 0.05, *** p < 10-7

To test this possibility, we regressed max salience bias against the average of
the entire SAL+NUM bias function for each participant (Figure 3.8). The result
was unexpected: the participants who had inverted max salience bias scores
simply had increasingly stronger biases toward the higher number of targets,
regardless of which targets were more salient. Of the 7 participants who showed
this pattern (red dots in Figure 3.8), 5 of them were in the LOW salience group,
and 2 were in the MID salience group. Note that this does not rule out the
possibility that, for these participants, the low-contrast targets were also slightly
more salient due to faster processing (but not salient enough to overcome their
powerful tuning to numerosity). What it does indicate is that, for those
participants who showed salience-invariant numerosity tuning, the difference
between low- and high-contrast target enumeration time was either reversed
(compared to the average) or eradicated.

3.5 Discussion
This study employed a variant of the multiple target reaching task (C. S.
Chapman, Gallivan, Wood, Milne, Culham, & Goodale, 2010a) to (1) explore the
interaction of numerosity and salience throughout an extended period of
visuomotor competition, and (2), critically, to test for a correlation between
relative processing speed and susceptibility to salience bias. While the present
study yielded a number of findings, for the sake of brevity we focus our
discussion upon two primary contributions: (1) luminance contrast differences
between competing targets result in persistent biases that diminish, but are not
extinguished, over the course of 750 ms, and (2) visual processing speed
predicts the degree of capture by salience.
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3.5.1 Target salience persistently influences reach directions over a
broad temporal range
By combining the instructed delay (0-450 ms) and the spontaneous RT of each
trial, we were able to sample reaches at latencies from 150 to 750 ms. We
observed persistent effects of salience on initial reach vectors across this entire
range (see Figure 3.4). Two findings support this claim: (1) the SAL bias function
never diminished to zero, as would be expected if the effects of salience were
only transient, and (2) the SAL-NUM bias transition function never fully made the
transition from the salience bias to the numerosity bias (even in the LOW
salience group, in which the high- and low-contrast targets only differed in
contrast by 15%), but instead settled at equilibrium between the two biases.
Again, if salience were not a factor during the last half of the sampled range, we
would have expected to see a clear transition to a numerosity bias.
Other studies have reported that salience exerts only a brief effect upon
movement trajectories. This question has been addressed in detail for the
oculomotor system. Using various measures, including RT (Dombrowe et al.,
2010; Donk & Soesman, 2010), accuracy (Donk & van Zoest, 2008), and
saccade trajectory deviations (van Zoest et al., 2012), Donk and colleagues have
provided convincing evidence that the facilitative effects of salience typically
abate by 250-300 ms. Aside from the fact that these studies measured eye
movements instead of reaching movements, another important difference is that
they used visual search tasks, in which there is typically one correct target and a
distractor that varies in salience. In contrast, our task lacked a search element; it
was designed such that participants could immediately distinguish and
enumerate the stimuli, each of which was a potential target for the reach, and
therefore task-relevant. Indeed, at the point of the reach sampled in the present
analysis (i.e., 20% of reach distance), participants were still treating all of the
stimuli on the screen as potential targets. It is likely that the distributed attention
to (and ongoing intention to act upon) the individual targets had a continuous
facilitative effect on the processing of those targets (Anton-Erxleben & Carrasco,
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2013; Baldauf & Deubel, 2010). Such facilitation may have extended the
temporal profile of any concurrent salience responses, effectively countering the
reflexive inhibition of the salience response typically observed when the site of
the salient stimulus is not task-relevant (as is the case in the studies of Donk and
colleauges). This is consistent with the observation that, in primate lateral
intraparietal area (which many researchers consider to be a candidate location
for the salience map), responses to salient targets are stronger and more
prolonged than responses to a salient distractor (Arcizet, Mirpour, & Bisley,
2011).
In summary, bottom-up salience exerts a transient effect only when the salient
stimulus is task irrelevant. When task relevance and visual salience overlap
(which, at the very least, is the case any time there are salience differences
between multiple targets for action in our environment), the effects of salience
persist much longer.

3.5.2 Range of visual processing speed predicts susceptibility to
capture by target salience
The results of our study are consistent with the hypothesis that trajectory
deviations toward salient stimuli are caused by differential processing times for
the competing stimuli. Previous support for this hypothesis has been limited to
showing differences in average latency-to-peak-salience effects between levels
of a contrast manipulation (Dombrowe et al., 2010), an effect that we also
demonstrate here in the form of various timing differences between the three
salience groups (see Figure 3.6 A and B). Critically, we demonstrate that the
peak magnitude of salience bias for a participant’s reaching performance scales
with the degree to which their detection and enumeration of high-contrast stimuli
is faster than their performance for low-contrast stimuli (Figure 3.7). It is not
surprising that there are individual differences in salience bias, nor is it surprising
that there are individual differences in the speed with which targets of different
contrasts are processed. What is striking is that these two are correlated.
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We offer some possible interpretations of this finding. In traditional salience map
models, salience is sculpted by an iterative application of the difference-ofGaussians filter properties of the centre-surround cells in the map. While this
mechanism is based upon rate-coding of spikes, it does not rule out the
possibility that other mechanisms may contribute to the formation of activity
peaks in the salience map. For example, Nakamura (1998) showed that spike
order coding could plausibly work in concert with lateral inhibition to suppress
later spikes for less salient locations. This combination of the two models (i.e.,
salience map and spike order coding) is appealing in the case of visuomotor
processing, since it retains the unique ability of salience map models to represent
the competition of multiple simultaneous targets while also opening the door to
the fast, efficient coding of salience through spike order coding.
We stress here that differential processing speeds for targets of varying contrast
could be the result of a straightforward rate-coding computation in the salience
map. If this is the case, our results suggest that there are individual differences in
the sensitivity of the spatial summation process, and that these differences would
predict susceptibility to salience bias in a reaching task. On the other hand, if
spike order coding is at all involved in the coding of salience, then our results
suggest that individual differences in retinal contrast sensitivity would be
correlated with salience bias. The lag between retinal ganglion spikes for lowand high-contrast targets would be preserved throughout visual processing (Van
Rullen & Thorpe, 2001). Whatever the coding strategy, our results indirectly
suggest that the intensity of the salience response in the visuomotor system
depends upon differences in the speed with which the various locations of a
scene are processed. A prediction that follows from our results (and is consistent
with both mechanisms above) is that psychophysical testing should reveal
individual differences in contrast sensitivity thresholds that correlate with
susceptibility to salience bias.
The key to understanding many of the effects reported here resides in the
logarithmic response function for visual contrast (2011; Heeger et al., 2000). Due
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to the same normalization mechanisms responsible for the contrast response
function (Carandini & Heeger, 2012), if two stimuli of differing contrast are
presented simultaneously, the response for the high-contrast stimulus is a
logarithmic function of the contrast of the low-contrast stimulus (Busse et al.,
2009). We interpret the pattern of differences between the three salience groups
in our study as evidence of response saturation. In other words, due to the
logarithmic relationship between relative contrast (i.e., salience) and neural
response, the high-contrast targets in the MID and HIGH salience groups are
already near the upper asymptote of the response function, which means that
there should be a sharper distribution of data points within these conditions. A
clear example of this is illustrated in Figure 3.6 D, where the max salience bias
latency values tend to cluster near the lower end of the range for the MID and
HIGH groups, while the distribution of the LOW group values is more broadly
tuned across the possible range.
A logarithmic response function for target salience explains (1) the increase of
salience bias spread as target salience decreased (see Figure 3.5), including the
near overlap and occasional reversal of expected differences between bias
functions of the MID and HIGH salience groups (see Figure 3.3 B and Figure 3.4
B), (2) the large difference between the LOW group and the other two groups
(and the lack of any difference between those other two groups) in both the bias
transition latency and the max salience bias measures (see Figure 3.6 A-C ), and
(3) the high correlation between max salience bias and RT difference for the
LOW salience group, compared to the lack thereof for the MID and HIGH groups.

3.5.3 Conclusions
Here we characterized, at a fine temporal scale, the interaction of salience and
numerosity as biasing factors in visuomotor competition. The influence of
numerosity was relatively slow to come online, first appearing at ~150 ms,
peaking at ~350 ms, and then remaining stable throughout the rest of the
sampled time range. The influence of salience came online prior to the earliest of
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RTs, peaked at ~300 ms, and proceeded to decay logarithmically until it relaxed
(at ~450 ms) into a diminished but persistent state of bias throughout the rest of
the delay range. This latter finding prompts a qualification of the relatively wellestablished dogma that salience exerts only a short (~250 ms) influence on
visuomotor processing: when the entire salience landscape happens to spatially
overlap with task-relevant target locations, then the time course of salience is
extended. Finally, we showed that individual differences in relative processing
time for stimuli of differing contrasts predict the degree of capture by target
salience. This result provides indirect support for the hypothesis that the
magnetic effect of contrast-induced salience on goal-directed movements during
visuomotor competition arises out of differences in the speed with which targets
of varying contrast are processed by the visuomotor system.
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Chapter 4 : Target luminance contrast modulates stimuluslocked responses on human pectoralis major
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4.1 Abstract
Primates and other vertebrates possess a wide range of involuntary, reflexive
responses to stimuli. These involuntary responses often precede, and bleed into,
more voluntary, controlled responses. A class of stimulus-locked muscle
responses to peripheral targets have recently been observed in neck and upper
limb muscles. These muscle responses are precisely locked to the timing and the
location of the stimulus, regardless of the timing or direction of the ensuing
voluntary response. In the present study, we set out to test the hypothesis that
these stimulus-locked responses are mediated by a fast visual pathway that
directly transforms visual information into muscle commands for the purpose of
reflexive orienting. We show that the latency and magnitude of the upper limb
stimulus-locked response is modulated by the luminance contrast of the target.
We also show that, when the visuomotor system is primed for an immediate
movement, both spatially informative and spatially uninformative cues-to-move
will elicit a spatially tuned stimulus-locked response, even after a delay. Finally,
we report a 12-15 Hz oscillation in the stimulus-locked response. This last finding
has implications for the possible origins and purpose of the stimulus-locked
response.
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4.2 Introduction
The onset of moving or stationary stimuli has been shown to give rise to fast,
reflexive, and highly tuned recruitment of proximal limb musculature in humans,
monkeys, and cats (Fautrelle, Prablanc, Berret, Ballay, & Bonnetblanc, 2010;
Perfiliev, Isa, Johnels, Steg, & Wessberg, 2010; Saijo, Murakami, Nishida, &
Gomi, 2005; Schepens & Drew, 2003). Recently, Pruszynski et al. (2010)
demonstrated the existence of a fast pulse of upper limb muscle activity that was
locked to the onset of a visual target in a reaching task with humans. This
stimulus-locked response (SLR) showed clear spatial tuning in chest and
shoulder muscles approximately 100 ms after stimulus presentation, regardless
of the ensuing manual reaction time for the reach. The temporal and spatial
precision of the SLR suggests that it could have functional consequences for
reaching behaviors that rely on rapid visual feedback, such as online trajectory
correction and protective reflexes. However, the existing literature has little to say
about the degree to which the SLR is exclusively a reflexive, involuntary
response toward salient stimuli.
One clue comes from the literature on neck muscle activity during eye-head gaze
shifts, where stimulus-locked activity has been observed and investigated more
thoroughly (Corneil, Munoz, Chapman, Admans, & Cushing, 2008; Corneil,
Olivier, & Munoz, 2004). Chapman et al. (2011) recently demonstrated that
monkeys performing an anti-saccade task showed a SLR recruiting neck
muscles used to orient the head toward the target, even when the monkeys
correctly looked in the opposite direction on anti-saccade trials. If, as this latter
result suggests, the SLR is mediated by a short-latency pathway that directly
transforms visual information into motor commands, it may be that the quality of
the visual information is reflected the SLR. Here we tested this idea and
specifically we assessed whether the SLR might play a role in the wellestablished tendency of reach and saccade trajectories to reflexively deviate
toward salient targets or distractors (Van der Stigchel, 2010; Wood et al., 2011)
in a manner that scales with the relative salience of the stimulus (Schütz et al.,
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2012). We addressed this question by recording electromyographic activity from
a muscle involved in rapid shoulder rotation (pectoralis major, clavicular head)
while subjects reached toward targets that varied in luminance contrast. This
allowed us to test the prediction that the conspicuity of the target onset would
modulate the timing and intensity of the SLR.
Note that there are reasons to doubt that the SLR is exclusively driven by the
onset of a salient stimulus. For example, anticipatory postural adjustments in the
limb muscles of cats performing an instructed delay task are time-locked not to
the onset of a spatially informative target stimulus, but rather to a delayed,
spatially uninformative cue to move (Schepens & Drew, 2003). Thus, to further
test the hypothesis that the SLR is primarily a reflexive response tuned to the
onset of a target, subjects also performed an instructed delay task in which the
cue-to-move was the disappearance of a central fixation circle.
Consistent with past reports (Corneil et al., 2004; 2008; Pruszynski et al., 2010),
our results confirmed the presence of stimulus-locked muscle activity in response
to the onset of a reach target. We report here three main results that highlight the
sensitivity of this phenomenon. First, we demonstrate that the magnitude and
latency of the upper limb SLR is modulated by the conspicuity of the stimulus.
Second, we show that, when the visuomotor system is primed for an immediate
movement, both spatially informative and spatially uninformative cues-to-move
will elicit a spatially tuned SLR, even after a delay. Third, we report the presence
of a 12-15 Hz oscillation in the SLR. This latter finding has implications for the
possible origins and purpose of the SLR phenomenon.

4.3 Materials and Methods
A total of 15 human subjects (ages 21-41; all male) participated with informed
consent, and were paid for their participation. Six of the subjects participated in
both of the two experiments reported here. All procedures were approved by the
University Research Ethics Board for Health Science Research at the University
of Western Ontario. All subjects reported no history of visual, neurological, or
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musculoskeletal disorder. One of the subjects was left-handed; all others were
right-handed.
Apparatus. Subjects performed reaching movements while grasping the handle
of a robotic manipulandum (InMotion Technologies) with their right hand (Figure
4.1A). A six-axis force transducer (ATI Industrial Automation, Apex, NC;
resolution: 0.05 N), which was located inside the handle, measured manual
forces. The position of the manipulandum in the horizontal plane was sampled at
600Hz. Subjects sat at a desk and interacted with the robot in a horizontal plane
at shoulder height. A custom air sled, secured below the subject’s right elbow,
supported the arm during movements. All stimuli were presented on a horizontal
mirror, placed just below chin height, that reflected the display of a downwardfacing LCD monitor. The mirror occluded the subject’s view of his/her arm. Realtime visual feedback of hand position was provided by way of a small red dot
projected on the mirror by the LCD monitor. The precise timing of visual events
on the screen was determined with a photodiode.
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Figure 4.1 Experimental paradigm. A, Subjects held the handle of a robotic arm, with
their arm supported by an air sled. They viewed both the reach targets and a cursor
representing real-time position of their hand on a mirror surface that reflected the output
of a downward-facing LCD screen. B, The arrow indicates the approximate placement of
electrodes in the clavicular head of pectoralis major (cPM). C, Trials in the luminance
contrast task started with subjects holding the cursor in the central fixation circle (CF).
The CF disappeared 200 ms prior to target (T) onset, after which subjects immediately
reached toward the target. D, Trials in the delay task also started with the cursor in the
CF. The target then briefly flashed for 150 ms. The CF disappeared either at target
onset, or after a 1 sec delay. CF disappearance was the cue to reach toward the
remembered location of the target.

Muscle electromyography. We recorded electromyographic (EMG) activity from
the clavicular head of the right pectoralis major (cPM). Recordings were made
with intramuscular electrodes, using staggered monopolar insertions to
characterize cPM recruitment across multiple motor units. Six insertions (i.e., 3
channels with 2 electrodes each) were spaced ~1cm apart, typically 1cm below
(inferior to) the clavicle, with the most lateral insertions placed just under the
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lower clavicular convexity (see Figure 4.1B). A surface ground electrode was
placed on the left clavicle. EMG data were recorded with a Myopac Jr system
(Run Technologies; low-pass filter modified to 2 kHz). The EMG data were
amplified and sampled at 4 kHz. Offline, EMG signals were then full-wave
rectified and downsampled to 1000 KHz. The MATLAB function that we used to
downsample (i.e., the decimate function) performs a low-pass filter prior to
resampling, which reduces aliasing.

4.3.1 Experimental tasks
In both tasks, subjects were instructed to move as quickly as possible, and to
overshoot the target. During piloting, we found that a higher baseline EMG
signal, induced by a constant load force on the arm, had a beneficial effect on the
detectability of the stimulus-locked response (SLR). Thus, we used the robotic
arm to generate a constant load force of 5.3 N (5 N to the right, 1.75 N down)
opposite to the direction of the upper left target from the starting position.
Luminance contrast. Subjects (n = 11) performed a centre-out reaching task
toward a single target. A trial started when the subject brought the cursor (a red
dot representing real-time hand position) into a central fixation circle and
maintained that position for 2.5 s. The fixation circle then changed color to signal
the beginning of the trial. After 1 – 1.5 s (randomized), the fixation circle
disappeared. Exactly 200 ms later, a target appeared 10 cm from fixation, in one
of two locations: (1) 160 degrees (i.e., upper left target), or (2) 340 degrees (i.e.,
lower right target) from fixation.
We used four different levels of target luminance contrast. The targets were
different shades of gray against a white background (350 cd/m2). The lowest
contrast target (TC1: 335 cd/m2) had a Weber contrast ratio of 5%. The second
lowest contrast target (TC2: 300 cd/m2) had a Weber contrast ratio of 15%. The
second highest contrast target (TC3: 230 cd/m2) had a Weber contrast ratio of
35%. Finally, the highest contrast target (TC4: 5 cd/m2) had a Weber contrast
ratio of 99%. Luminance was measured with a Minolta LS-110 photometer.
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Delayed reaching. Subjects (n = 10) performed an immediate/delayed reaching
task. After a variable inter-trial interval, subjects were presented with a single
target in one of the two locations (and at the same level of contrast as the TC4
condition) described in the luminance contrast task. Subjects were instructed to
initiate the reach only after the disappearance of the central fixation circle. This
could happen either (1) immediately, concurrent with target onset, or (2) 1 s after
target onset. Critically, the no-delay and delay trials were randomly interleaved.
In both conditions, the target was on the screen for only 150 ms. The target
reappeared momentarily once the hand reached it.

4.3.2 Data Analysis
Kinematic analysis
In order to achieve sample-to-sample locking between kinematic and EMG data,
kinematic data were up-sampled from 600 to 1000 Hz with a lowpass
interpolation algorithm, and then lowpass filtered with a second-order Butterworth
filter, using a cutoff at 150 Hz. Reaction time was calculated as the time from the
appearance of the reach target, as measured by the photo-diode located on the
LCD screen (luminance contrast task) or the disappearance of the central fixation
point (delay task) to the initiation of the reach. Reach initiation was identified by
first finding the peak tangential hand velocity, and then finding the closest
previous point at which the velocity profile reached 5% of the peak. Errors in
reach direction were determined by sampling the position of the hand 100 ms
after reach initiation. If the position was not within ±45° of the true target location,
the reach was classified as an error and was excluded from analysis. Since the
RT distributions with the longest tails extended, at most, into the 600 ms range,
RTs slower than 700 ms were also excluded from analysis.
Receiver-operating characteristic analysis
Receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was used to determine the
presence and timing of stimulus-locked activity in the cPM muscle recordings.
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The specific method used here is similar to what has been used in past studies
(Corneil et al., 2004; Pruszynski et al., 2010). We separated EMG waveforms by
target location and target contrast (luminance contrast task) or delay duration
(delay task). These waveforms were then smoothed with a 7-point (7 ms) running
average. For every sample (1 ms) between 100 ms before and 300 ms after
target presentation (both tasks) or fixation disappearance (delay task), we
calculated the area under an ROC curve. This metric indicated the probability
that an ideal observer could discriminate between a leftward (cPM as agonist)
and rightward (cPM as antagonist) reaching movement, based on the distribution
of EMG activity at that particular sample. A value of .5 indicates chance
discrimination of the ideal observer, while values of 0 and 1 indicate perfect
discrimination. We set the threshold for discrimination at .675 (or .325 for the
opposite direction), which is similar to (although slightly more conservative than)
what was used in Pruszynski et al. (2010). Time of earliest discrimination was
defined as the time after stimulus onset (luminance contrast task) or fixation
disappearance (delay task) at which the ROC area surpassed .675, and
remained above that threshold for at least 5 of the next 10 samples.
One of the primary goals of the present study was to test whether or not the
luminance contrast of a target modulates the timing of stimulus-locked muscle
activity. We used the ROC analysis to address this question. There were two
practical hurdles, however. First, differences between target contrast conditions
in the distribution of RTs meant that any differences in the timing of the earliest
ROC discrimination for a given condition might simply be a function of the
underlying RT distribution. The second practical hurdle was that reaction times
were often very fast, even in conditions where no directional errors were
committed (i.e., subjects were not merely guessing). Often, the large burst of
muscle activity associated with the voluntary movement for these earliest RTs
overlapped considerably with the temporal range where we expected to see
evidence of stimulus-locked activity. This had the effect of “washing out” any
potential signature of the stimulus-locked activity. This is illustrated in Figure
4.3A.
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We addressed these difficulties by removing trials with the earliest RTs (and, by
extension, EMG activity that overlapped the range of interest), thus simplifying
the process of distinguishing between the presence or absence of stimuluslocked activity. Specifically, we removed trials in ascending order of RT while
dividing the remaining trials into “early” and “late” RT groups (Figure 4.3A) and
finding the slope of the relationship between the average RT and the earliest
discrimination times for these two groups (Figure 4.3B & C). Whenever the slope
of this relationship exceeded 67.5 degrees (i.e., halfway between unity at 45
degrees and perfectly vertical at 90 degrees), we combined the RT groups and
performed the ROC analysis again. If a simple peak detection algorithm could
detect a peak in the ROC time course between the time of discrimination and 30
ms thereafter (see Figure 4.3B and 4.4B), we assumed the presence of stimuluslocked activity. If (1) the slope of the discrimination time and RT relationship
between the groups failed to exceed 67.5 degrees, or (2) a peak was never
detected in the combined ROC where the slope did exceed 67.5 degrees, we
assumed the absence of stimulus-locked activity.
Note that, in order for the analysis to reach the stage where the peak was
detected, there had to be prior evidence that the timing of such a peak would be
invariant with respect to RT. Thus, the latency of the ROC peak was assumed to
be a faithful measure of the latency of stimulus-locked activity, in spite of
differences between the RT distributions between target contrast conditions. We
quantified the magnitude of the SLR for a given subject and contrast condition by
taking the associated latency of the ROC peak and averaging the EMG activity
within an 11 ms window with the peak latency at the center (i.e., 5 ms before to 5
ms after the peak). To normalize between electrodes (given large variability in
mean EMG signal strength between electrodes), we then subtracted a baseline
EMG value, calculated by taking the average of EMG activity 100 ms prior to
stimulus presentation. Since we were interested in the within-subject
relationships between SLR magnitudes for the various contrast conditions, and
not necessarily patterns of SLR magnitude across subjects, we normalized the
magnitude measures within subjects. Accordingly, we divided the magnitude
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score for each contrast condition by the mean score across all contrast
conditions. We performed ANOVAs and planned comparisons on the peak
latencies and average SLR magnitudes for the four target contrast conditions.
The p values for reported t-tests are therefore uncorrected.
For the delay experiment, we were less concerned with the latency or magnitude
of any possible stimulus-locked activity, and more concerned with simply testing
our hypotheses regarding the purpose of the SLR, and the associated predictions
regarding its appearance in the various epochs of interest. We therefore ended
the analysis at the stage where the slope of the relationship between RT and
ROC discrimination time was quantified for the early and late RT trials.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Luminance contrast task
We report here that the luminance contrast of the target in a reaching task
modulated the timing and magnitude of the stimulus-locked response (SLR) in
the muscle. This is illustrated in Figure 4.2, which shows raw and average EMG
signal, locked to stimulus onset, for a single subject and for each of the four
target contrast conditions. The SLR appears as a vertical band of excitation
(agonist movement) or suppression (antagonist movement), approximately 100
ms after stimulus onset, regardless of RT. As shown in Figure 4.2, this band is
more intense, and appears earlier, as the luminance contrast of the target
increases.
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Figure 4.2 Exemplar EMG recordings from pectoralis major (clavicular head; cPM) of a
single subject in the luminance contrast experiment. The top row of panels depicts
activity for movements toward the upper-left target, where cPM acts as an agonist. The
middle row depicts cPM activity for movements toward the lower-right target. Data are
aligned to visual target presentation (black vertical line at 0 ms) and are sorted according
to RT in descending order. Manual RT for each trial is marked with red (agonist) or
green (antagonist) circles. Bottom row depicts mean EMG traces. The width of the trace
subtends SEM. Columns are grouped by target contrast (TC) condition, with TC4 being
the highest contrast.

Of the 11 subjects that participated in the luminance contrast experiment, 7 of
them demonstrated stimulus-locked activity in response to at least one of the
target contrast conditions (Figure 4.3D). That is, 7 of the subjects had a
performance in at least one of the target contrast conditions such that the slope
of the relationship between the average RT and ROC discrimination times of the
muscle activity for slow and fast RT trials was above the threshold of 67.5
degrees. In each of these 7 subjects, a SLR was detected in the TC4 (i.e.,
highest contrast target) condition. We note here that the four subjects who failed
to show evidence of stimulus-locked activity also had the highest percentage of
trials discarded due to directional errors and RT violations. Without exception,
these subjects had RTs that were exceptionally fast, which resulted in
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considerable overlap between the expected range of the SLR and the robust
EMG activity associated with the voluntary movement. Divergence between
mean EMG traces for the two movement directions occurred shortly after target
presentation, suggesting that these participants were engaging the task in a
fundamentally different way, emphasizing speed by anticipating the position of
the target, but at the cost of accuracy.
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Figure 4.3 Detection of stimulus-locked activity. A, Exemplary EMG data, sorted by RT
and locked to stimulus onset (black vertical line at time 0). Red circles indicate RT for a
given trial. Trials were either discarded (due to temporal overlap between robust
voluntary movement-related activity and the stimulus-locked band of activity) or
separated into early (red) or late (blue) RT groups. B, Area under the ROC curve was
calculated for each EMG sample (here, from Figure 4.3A) between 100 ms before and
300 ms after stimulus presentation (only a constrained time window is displayed here),
for both RT groups (i.e., early and late). ROC discrimination time (RDT) was defined as
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the time at which the ROC area first surpassed a value of .675. Red (early RT) and blue
(late RT) transparent bands indicate samples at which the corresponding ROC area is
over threshold. C, The slope of the relationship between RDT and average RT for early
and late RT groups was calculated. Shown here is the slope for the data depicted in A
and B. D, The slope threshold for detecting a SLR was set at 67.5 degrees (horizontal
dotted line). Performance of all subjects in the luminance contrast task is shown.
Individual dots represent the slope of the relationship between RDT and RT for the fast
and slow RT trials, and the intensity of the dot corresponds to different target contrast
conditions (see legend). The subjects are grouped into those who show the presence of
stimulus-locked activity in at least one target contrast condition (SLR+) and those who
do not (SLR-).

To test our prediction that target luminance contrast would modulate the timing of
the SLR, we compared the latencies of the first peaks past threshold in the ROC
time course for the 4 target contrast conditions. There was a significant effect of
target contrast on SLR latency, F(3,14) = 117.2, p < 10-9, ηp2 = 0.93. Since we
performed this analysis only where an SLR was detected, the target contrast
conditions had unequal sample sizes. Accordingly, we used Welch’s t test for
planned comparisons. SLR latencies for TC4 (N=7, M=94.14 ± 1.52 SEM) were
significantly faster than those for TC3 (N=5, M=107.6 ± 1.97 SEM, p < 0.05), TC2
(N=3, M=122.33 ± 2.41 SEM, p < 10-5), and TC1 (N=3, M=152 ± 1 SEM, p < 1012

). Latencies for TC3 were faster than those for TC2 (p < .05) and TC1 (p < 10-

15

). Finally, latencies for TC2 were faster than those for TC1, p < 10-10. These

results demonstrate that stimulus-locked activity appears sooner when the
luminance contrast of the target is higher (Figure 4.4A).
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Figure 4.4 Contrast-modulated latency and magnitude of stimulus-locked activity. A,
Average SLR magnitude (squares in upper axis) and latency (circles in lower axis) for
the four target contrast conditions. Error bars (within the circles for latency values)
indicate SEM. With the exception of TC2 vs TC3 in the magnitude data, all comparisons
between conditions were significant for both measures, p < 0.05. B, Exemplary data
from a single subject (different from individual subjects in Figures 4.2 and 4.3),
illustrating the identification of peaks and their latencies in the ROC time course (black
trace plotted above) for the four target contrast conditions. Black dotted line is .5 (chance
discrimination), and red dotted line is .675 (discrimination threshold). Average EMG
traces for agonist (red) and antagonist (green) movements are plotted below. Width of
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traces subtends SEM. Magenta vertical line indicates timing of SLR peak in the ROC
time course. Black vertical line at time 0 indicates stimulus onset.

Whenever stimulus-locked activity was detected, we used the timing of the
associated ROC peak to define a 10 ms window (i.e., 5 ms before and after the
peak) within which we calculated the average EMG activity, and then compared
across target contrast conditions in order to test for differences in magnitude. To
account for raw magnitude differences between different recordings within
individual subjects, magnitude was calculated as the mean of the raw EMG
signal within the 10 ms window, minus the mean of all activity 100 ms prior to
stimulus presentation. Note that, while we report the actual magnitude values for
each condition, we calculated the inferential statistics on normalized magnitude
values (due to substantial differences between subjects). Thus, in order to
preserve the subject-specific relations between magnitude values (rather than
the idiosyncrasies of individual subjects’ range of values), normalization was
carried out by dividing each magnitude value by the within-subject mean of all
magnitude values. There was a significant effect of target contrast on the
magnitude of the SLR, F(3,13) = 14.18, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.62. SLR magnitudes
for TC4 (N=6, M=1.85 ± .05 SEM) were significantly higher than those for TC3
(N=5, M=1.7 ± .07 SEM, p < 0.05), TC2 (N=3, M=1.67 ± .08 SEM, p < 0.005),
and TC1 (N=3, M=1.36 ± .06 SEM, p < 0.001). There was no difference between
TC3 and TC2, but TC3 had higher SLR magnitudes than TC1, p < 0.05. Finally,
magnitudes were higher for TC2 than for TC1, p < 0.05. These results suggest
that stimulus-locked activity in the muscle is more vigorous when the luminance
contrast of the target is higher (Figure 4.4 A).

4.4.2 Delay task
In the delay task, subjects reached toward a briefly-flashed (150 ms duration)
high-contrast target. The cue to move was the disappearance of a central fixation
circle. This cue was given at one of two times: (1) immediately, with stimulus
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presentation, or (2) 1000 ms after stimulus presentation. One of the main goals
of this experiment was to see if the onset of a spatially informative cue-to-move
(in this case, the target) was sufficient to evoke stimulus-locked activity, even
when the required movement was delayed. A second goal was to see if the
presentation of a spatially uninformative cue to move (in this case, the
disappearance of the central fixation circle) would also invoke a time-locked
response in the muscle. Note that here we use the term SLR to refer to activity
that is locked either to the target onset in both tasks or to the disappearance of
the fixation circle in the delay trials.
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Figure 4.5 Exemplar recordings from a single subject in the delay experiment. Both
panels contain EMG activity for individual trials, sorted by RT. Darker colors represent
greater EMG activity. Red (agonist movement) and green (antagonist movement) dots
represent manual RT. Mean EMG traces are plotted above each pair of panels. A, Data
from the no-delay condition, locked to stimulus onset. B, Data from the delay condition.
The first 800 ms (i.e., -100 to 700) are locked to stimulus onset, while the last 800 ms
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(i.e., -300 to 500) are locked to disappearance of central fixation. Approximately 150
trials are depicted in each cluster (on the ordinate).

We observed stimulus-locked activity in three separate EMG epochs: (1)
stimulus-locked with no delay, (2) stimulus-locked, but with a delay, and (3)
locked to disappearance of the fixation circle after a delay. We used the same
analysis described for the luminance contrast task. In short, we searched for
cases where the slope of the relationship between average RT and ROC
discrimination time for early and late RT trials exceeded the threshold of 67.5
degrees.
Figure 4.6 shows the performance of a single subject in the delay task. In this
particular subject, we detected an SLR in each of the epochs. Here the SLR
appeared as an oscillating band, primarily in the antagonist EMG recordings,
starting at around 100 ms. Figure 4.6 A (stimulus-locked, no delay) is essentially
a replication of the TC4 condition in the luminance contrast task. Figure 4.6 B
demonstrates that the SLR can be detected even when it is not immediately
followed by a movement, and that it occurs in response to go-cues that convey
no spatial information (e.g., the disappearance of the central fixation circle).
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Figure 4.6 Stimulus-locked activity in the delay task. ROC discrimination slopes (67.5%
RDT versus RT) for individual subjects in three different epochs: (1) locked to stimulus
onset, no delay, (2) locked to stimulus onset, delay, (3) locked to fixation disappearance,
delay. Slopes over the cutoff of 67.5° (SLR detected) are in pink solid lines, while slopes
below the cutoff (no SLR detected) are in blue dotted lines.

This pattern of results was consistent across subjects. At the group level, we
found strong evidence of stimulus-locked activity in each of the three different
epochs. Figure 4.7 depicts the results of the analysis. Of the 10 subjects who
participated in the delay task, 7 had a statistically-reliable SLR in the no delay
condition. When there was a delay, 4 of the subjects showed an SLR
immediately after stimulus presentation, and 6 subjects showed an SLR after the
disappearance of the central fixation circle. Note the relatively large SLR
latencies for the stimulus-locked epochs (i.e., left and middle plots). These are
due to oscillations in the SLR. Essentially, there were some cases where the
ROC analysis detected the SLR only after the second or third cycle of the
oscillation, resulting in a longer ROC discrimination time.
While all 10 subjects are depicted for the no-delay and the delay/fixationdisappearance epochs (left and right plots in Figure 4.7), only 5 subjects are
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depicted in the delay/stimulus-locked epoch (central plot in Figure 4.7). This is
due to the fact that only 5 subjects had ROC time courses with values that
actually exceeded the discrimination threshold. We also note here that any
interesting patterns in the relationship between average RT and ROC
discrimination time for early and late RT trials were, for this latter epoch, qualified
by the fact that subjects did not actually react until 1000 ms later, making RT just
one possible ordering variable among many others. Indeed, we would have
expected the same results if we had randomly shuffled the trials for this epoch.
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Figure 4.7 Stimulus-locked oscillations in muscle activity. A, EMG activity for individual
trials, sorted by RT and locked to stimulus presentation (red vertical line), for 5 of the
subjects in the delay experiment. Red (agonist movement) and green (antagonist
movement) dots represent manual RT. Darker colors represent greater EMG activity.
Approximately 150-200 trials are depicted for each subject (on the ordinate). B, Singlesided frequency-amplitude spectra for the corresponding epochs (sampled between 50
and 250 ms) in A. The two vertical lines indicate the location of 10 and 20 Hz. Note that
peak amplitude consistently occurs between 12 and 15 Hz.
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The relatively long RTs in this task (due, in part, to a more demanding task and
the absence of a 200 ms gap between fixation disappearance and stimulus
onset, as in the luminance contrast task) revealed the presence of stimuluslocked oscillations in the 12-15 Hz range (i.e., separated by 60-80 ms). This
oscillation was remarkably stereotyped across the different subjects in whom it
appeared (Figure 4.8). We searched for, but were unable to detect systematic
oscillations in kinematics that corresponded to the oscillations in muscle activity.
The absence of correlated hand movement may be due to the degrees of
freedom intervening between the pectoral muscle and the hand. In other words,
coordinated elbow and wrist movements may have compensated for the small,
involuntary movements of the humerus during the muscle activity oscillations.

4.5 Discussion
The first key finding of the present study is that the luminance contrast of a target
modulates the timing and magnitude of the SLR in upper limb muscles (Figure
4.4). This demonstration of the sensitivity of the SLR to intrinsic features of the
target reveals that the SLR is more than a simple marker of the impending motor
consequences of a visual cue to move. Broad tuning to the conspicuity of the
stimulus is what would be expected if the SLR does indeed play a functional role
in behaviors that involve the involuntary deviation of reach and saccade
trajectories toward salient stimuli, and it is consistent with cases where the
trajectory deviations scale in magnitude with the relative salience of those stimuli
(Schütz et al., 2012; Wood et al., 2011).
The delay task in the present study revealed two important findings (Figure 4.7).
First, we showed that, in 4 of the 10 subjects, the SLR inexorably followed target
onset, even in cases where the go-cue had not been given and the reach was
successfully inhibited. Second, we showed that, in 6 of the 10 subjects, the SLR
appeared following the disappearance of the fixation circle after a 1 s delay. The
first, but not the second, finding is broadly consistent with Pruszynski et al.
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(2010), who also included an instructed delay task in their study. While they
reported an absence of the SLR in the delay condition, both immediately after
target onset and after the disappearance of the central marker, it is important to
note that they blocked the presentation of delay and no-delay trials. In designing
our version of the delay task, we reasoned that if the delay and no-delay trials
were randomly interleaved, subjects would have to maintain a constant state of
readiness. We predicted that this readiness, when combined with the onset of a
target, would elicit a SLR even in cases when the go-cue was not immediately
given. Our results confirmed this prediction (see Figure 4.7, central panel).
The absence of the target-induced SLR in the delay task of Pruszynski et al.
demonstrated that the onset of a visual stimulus is not sufficient, in and of itself,
to evoke a SLR. Given that these delay trials were essentially a precue
paradigm, their finding suggests that the SLR is not evoked by the shifts in
attention that would be associated with the onset of the target. Our results extend
this finding, demonstrating that when some minimal degree of motor readiness is
involved, the onset of a visual stimulus is sufficient to evoke a SLR. This is
consistent with the finding that SLRs in neck muscles are evoked by the onset of
a stimulus, even when an anti-saccade is required and successfully performed
(B. B. Chapman & Corneil, 2011).
It is slightly more difficult to reconcile the discrepancy between our demonstration
of SLRs that were locked to a delayed go-cue and the absence of such an effect
in Pruszynski et al. There were only three differences between the two versions
of the task. As already mentioned, we randomly interleaved delay and immediate
trials while Pruszynski et al. blocked them. The other two differences were that
(1) we included a constant force acting upon the arm and (2) we removed the
target 150 ms after its onset, while Pruszynski et al. left it on the screen for the
duration of the trial. Essentially, the fact that the stimulus was absent after 150
ms meant that our task was a memory-guided reaching task. This last difference
between the duration of the initial stimuli turns out to be a possible explanation of
the discrepancy. Basso and Liu (2007) demonstrated that substantia nigra pars
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reticulata (SNr) suppresses saccades bilaterally when stimulated, and that it
preferentially modulates memory-guided saccades. These two roles of SNr are
mediated through its widespread and tonic inhibition of SC. Interestingly, SNr
neurons are in turn inhibited by both caudate neurons, which have been shown
to integrate nonspatial signals for volitional actions (Watanabe & Munoz, 2010),
as well as putamen neurons, which have been shown to process information
about the timing of movement onset after a precue and a delay (Jaeger, Gilman,
& Aldridge, 1993). In essence, the concerted action of these basal ganglia
structures could potentially withhold a stimulus-driven orienting response, direct a
memory-guided response to that location later in time after a spatially
uninformative go-cue, and do all of this by acting upon a region (the superior
colliculus) that is strongly implicated in the pathway responsible for neck muscle
SLRs, and potentially responsible for upper limb SLRs (as we will argue below).
The majority of what we already understand about the source of the SLR comes
from the neck muscle literature. Neck muscle activity is profoundly influenced by
the SC (Corneil, Olivier, & Munoz, 2002a; 2002b; Rezvani & Corneil, 2008), and
there is strong evidence that SLRs and other reflexive orienting responses in
neck muscles are mediated through a tecto-reticulo-spinal pathway (Corneil et
al., 2004; 2008). However, despite the resemblance between neck muscle SLRs
and those found in upper-limb muscles, there are many potential pathways that
could be involved in the generation of SLRs during reaching. A number of them,
including various corticospinal paths and, in particular, the tecto-reticulo-spinal
pathway, are considered in detail in Pruszynski et al. (2010). We will limit
ourselves here to laying out a brief summary of the evidence supporting a tectoreticulo-spinal pathway for the upper-limb SLR, and how it is strengthened by the
present results.
Cells in the superior colliculus (SC) are known for their role in mediating the
transformation of visual information into motor commands for eye movements.
However, SC cells also work in concert with reticular formation cells to code for
arm movements in gaze-related coordinates (Stuphorn, Bauswein, & Hoffmann,
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2000; Stuphorn, Hoffmann, & Miller, 1999; Werner, Dannenberg, & Hoffmann,
1997a; Werner, Hoffmann, & Dannenberg, 1997b). Moreover, the SC is
particularly sensitive to the luminance of targets. Marino et al. (2012) found that
SC responses increased in magnitude and decreased in latency as the
luminance contrast of a visual stimulus increased. They also found that these
modulations of SC activity were directly related to the timing of saccades. This
could potentially explain our observation that the magnitude and latency of the
upper-limb SLR are modulated by the luminance contrast of the target. It also
suggests a clear prediction: given the relationship between the magnitude of
neck muscle SLR and saccade RT during orienting responses (Corneil et al.,
2004), we predict that the neck muscle SLR should also show a sensitivity to the
luminance contrast of visual stimuli.
Our results, particularly those that show that a SLR can be elicited by a delayed
and spatially uninformative cue-to-move, bear a close resemblance to those of
Schepens and Drew (2003), who observed a similar phenomenon in cats. The
cats heard a tone and, after a delay, were given a (spatially uninformative) cue to
report which tone they heard by reaching for a reward with their right or left front
limb. An anticipatory postural adjustment in the limb muscles, locked to the
presentation of the go-cue, was observed. Over the last decade, Schepens and
Drew have convincingly demonstrated that these postural adjustments are the
result of signals from the pontomedullary reticular formation (Schepens & Drew,
2004; 2006; Schepens, Stapley, & Drew, 2008).
Another important link to reticular processing is found in our demonstration of 1215 Hz oscillations during the SLR in upper limb muscles (Figure 4.8).
Synchronous oscillations within this range have been frequently observed in neck
muscles. Blouin et al. (2007) showed a 10-15 Hz coherence between a wide
range of neck muscles during isometric contractions, and attributed this
coherence to widespread monosynaptic excitatory connections between reticular
formation neurons and motoneurons in the different neck muscles (Iwamoto &
Sasaki, 1990; Sasaki, 1999; Shinoda, Kakei, & Muto, 1996). Similarly, Tijssen et
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al. (2000) observed 10-15 Hz synchrony between three neck muscles (splenius
capitis, sternocleidomastoid, and levator scapulae) during tonic contractions.
Thus, the 10-15 Hz oscillation is a signature of muscular synchrony during neck
movements, and this synchrony is most likely generated by reticular formation
neurons. Some have argued that such oscillations could play a role in
sensorimotor integration (Nicolelis, Baccala, Lin, & Chapin, 1995). This is
supported by evidence that patients with idiopathic torticollis (in which the
muscles of the neck are locked into a painful involuntary contraction), who are
believed to have deficits in sensorimotor integration, lack the synchronous 10-15
Hz neck muscle oscillations observed in healthy individuals (Tijssen et al., 2000).
Further evidence of the link between reticular processing and the 10-15 Hz
bandwidth is found in the startle response literature. Like the SLR, the startle
response involves fast, reflexive movements indexed to hyper-salient stimuli.
Unlike the SLR, a pure startle response involves bilateral muscle responses that
habituate over time. However, when a startle response is combined with a targetdirected movement, the response becomes mostly unilateral and it will not
habituate, resulting in a hastening of the initially planned movement (Siegmund,
Inglis, & Sanderson, 2001). The expression (but not the acquisition) of startle
responses can be blocked by injecting muscimol into superior
colliculus/mesencephalic reticular formation neurons (Meloni & Davis, 1999).
This is consistent with findings that show increased bicep EMG responses
elicited by tetanic stimulation of SC during startle-responses (C. Lin et al., 2002),
as well as the finding that giant neurons in the reticular formation create a
sensorimotor interface between sensory inputs and spinal motoneurons during
the startle response (Lingenhöhl & Friauf, 1994). Critically, synchronous 10-15
Hz oscillations have been observed in deltoid and biceps muscles during the
startle response (Grosse & Brown, 2003). Taken together with the observation of
12-15 Hz SLR oscillations in the present study, these findings imply a common
pathway between the startle response and the SLR, and provide strong support
for the idea that this pathway involves the SC and reticular formation.
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Taken in isolation, the 10-15 Hz oscillation in neck and upper limb muscles ties
together a number of empirical findings and provides some explanatory power,
but it is not sufficient to warrant strong conclusions about the pathway that
mediates the SLR in upper limb muscles. At the most, it provides a strong
impetus for future studies. We note here that oscillations in the 16 to 35 Hz range
have been previously linked to a corticospinal drive to distal limb motoneurons
(Baker, Kilner, Pinches, & Lemon, 1999; Kilner et al., 1999), and while the
frequencies observed in the present study marginally overlap with this bandwidth,
there is a much better overlap with the 10 to 15 Hz range that has been
repeatedly associated with the tecto-reticulo-spinal pathway. This, and the
relatively low number of corticospinal projections to proximal (versus distal)
musculature (Murayama, Lin, Salenius, & Hari, 2001), strongly suggest that the
SLR is not generated by a corticospinal pathway.
In sum, both neck and upper limb muscles have been shown to synchronously
oscillate within the 10-15 Hz bandwidth during tonic contraction (and during
acoustic startle responses in the case of upper limb muscles). Stimulus-locked
activity in neck muscles, the startle response, anticipatory postural adjustments,
and muscle oscillations in the 10-15 Hz bandwidth have all been directly
associated with neural signals deriving from the collicular-reticular axis. Further,
there have been numerous demonstrations of cells in the SC that code—
sometimes exclusively—for reaching movements. Finally, the timing and
magnitude of visual responses in SC scale with luminance contrast of the target,
similar to the contrast-related scaling of the timing and magnitude of upper-limb
SLRs.
When considered in light of all these findings, the results of the present study
strongly suggest that the upper-limb SLR is mediated by the tecto-reticulo-spinal
pathway. In particular, our observation of 12-15 Hz oscillations in cPM muscles,
along with the suggestion of such oscillations in past work on the SLR in neck
muscles, raise the intriguing possibility that the separately observed SLRs in
neck and upper limb muscles are actually part of a coordinated synchronization
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of these muscle groups during orienting responses to stimuli in situations that
require fast, unfiltered sensorimotor transformation. There is a large literature on
eye-hand coordination, but few (if any) studies have rigorously explored the
properties of eye-neck-limb coordination in situations of reflexive responding to
salient stimuli, and how such coordination might be reflected in both neural
processing and the motor periphery.
A final point involves the wide range of sensory modalities that are processed
through the tecto-reticulo-spinal pathway (Meredith & Stein, 1985; Yeomans, Li,
Scott, & Frankland, 2002). Especially in light of our finding that delayed, spatially
uninformative cues-to-move are able to elicit the SLR, it is reasonable to wonder
whether any type of cue would suffice. We predict that any sensory modality with
high temporal sensitivity and some degree of spatial sensitivity (e.g., hearing,
vision, touch) could produce the SLR in upper limb-muscles, and presumably in
neck muscles as well.

4.5.1 Conclusions
Our results suggest the existence of a pathway that is able to quickly and
sensitively transmit sensory information about imperatives (e.g., when to release
the inhibition on a pre-programmed response), as well as low-level visual
information about the intensity of the stimulus. This pathway would presumably
bypass the stochastic processes that result in the variable latencies associated
with voluntary reaction times. The discovery of 12-15 Hz oscillations in the SLR
adds to the growing body of evidence that the SLR is mediated by the tectoreticulo-spinal pathway.
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Chapter 5 : General Discussion
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5.1 Summary of objectives and findings
In Chapters 2 and 3, I demonstrated that salience, induced by luminance contrast
differences between targets, overpowers the effect of numerosity at early
response latencies. Initial reach trajectories deviated toward high-salience
targets, even in cases where there were twice as many low-salience targets (and
therefore twice the likelihood of the final target appearing) on the opposite side.
Between the two studies, I tested the relative potency of salience and numerosity
biases as they evolved over a ~750 ms time frame. This was accomplished by
imposing a variable delay (from 0 to 500 ms) between the presentation of the
potential target display and the administration of the auditory go-cue. After a 500
ms delay (which was roughly 750 ms after stimulus presentation once RT was
accounted for), the influence of salience had all but disappeared.
In Chapter 2, the salience bias was replaced by a weak but significant
numerosity bias after 500 ms. In Chapter 3, the salience bias appeared to reach
an equilibrium with the numerosity bias after roughly 400 ms, after which it
persisted until the end of the 750 ms epoch. Due to constraints upon space, this
was not addressed in the original manuscript found in Chapter 3, so I will address
it now. In Chapter 2, I originally interpreted the admittedly small numerosity bias
at 500 ms as evidence that the effect of salience had entirely dissipated by that
time. A more probable interpretation (especially in light of the results of Chapter
3) is that salience was still a factor, but by 500 ms it had been slightly eclipsed in
magnitude by the effect of numerosity. The modest numerosity bias observed at
500 ms, in comparison with the much stronger bias consistently observed in nodelay versions of the task (C. S. Chapman, Gallivan, Wood, Milne, Culham, &
Goodale, 2010a), is evidence of this.
The preceding does not explain, however, why the effect of salience in Chapter 2
would be smaller than that observed in Chapter 3. It may have been due to the
type of stimuli used. In Chapter 2, luminance contrast was manipulated in two
ways: (1) by changing the RGB value of the target outline (i.e., the same as in
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Chapter 3), and (2) by holding RGB at full black, but adding or subtracting a
cross from the target outline. Both of these manipulations changed the luminance
contrast of the entire space of the target with the background, but only the former
changed the local luminance contrast of the boundaries of the target with the
background. In Chapter 3, the primary motivation for using the RGB manipulation
was that its effect of salience was at least 50% stronger than that of the cross
manipulation (a fact that was not mentioned in Chapter 2). Thus, the discrepancy
in salience bias magnitude between the two Chapters may have been due to
differences in the ability of the two contrast manipulations to capture attention
and therefore bias reaching.
Another outcome of Chapter 3 was the detailed description of the interaction
between salience and numerosity as biasing factors in visuomotor competition.
The influence of numerosity first appeared at ~150 ms, peaked at ~350 ms, and
then stabilized throughout the range of delay times at which we tested. The
salience bias was already online at the earliest samples, suggesting that it is
capable of influencing the motor periphery before 150 ms. This salience bias
reached its peak at ~300 ms, after which it followed a nonlinear decay until
relaxing into an apparent equilibirum (at ~450 ms) with the numerosity bias
throughout the rest of the delay range.
The unique persistence of the salience bias after relatively long delays is
inconsistent with the fairly well established time course of excitation and inhibition
associated with bottom up attentional capture, inhibition-of-return, and trajectory
deviations in response to distractors, which puts the transition between positive
and negative biasing of exogenously attended space at around 250 ms. I argue
that the longer time course of excitation (i.e., deviation toward the location of the
salient stimulus) in Chapter 4 is due to the fact that the multiple target reaching
task requires participants to treat all targets as relevant; there is no point prior to
the initiation of movement at which the inhibition of a target location would be
appropriate or helpful in accomplishing the task. If this is true, it suggests that the
inhibitory rebound that typically appears around 250 ms (in situations where the
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inhibition of that location is typically helpful) may not be as reflexive as some
researchers suggest, but may rather be a mechanism susceptible to contextual
modulation, given the nature of the task at hand.
Finally, it was demonstrated that individual differences in relative processing time
for stimuli of differing luminance contrast can predict the extent to which reach
trajectories will deviate toward high contrast targets in an array of targets. This
finding indirectly supports the hypothesis that the transient trajectory biases
evoked by contrast-induced salience arise out of differences in processing speed
for the different stimulus intensities.
The research presented in Chapter 4 was designed to test the hypothesis that
the stimulus-locked responses (SLRs) that had been previously demonstrated in
both neck and upper-limb muscles (Corneil et al., 2004; Pruszynski et al., 2010)
are mediated by a short-latency pathway that directly transforms visual
information into muscle commands for the purpose of reflexive orienting. One
prediction of this hypothesis is that the SLR should be sensitive to the intensity of
the visual stimulus to which it is a response. Another prediction is that the SLR
should not be detected in response to a delayed, spatially uninformative go-cue.
The results presented in Chapter 4 confirmed the first prediction, but not the
second.
The magnitude and latency of SLRs was dependent upon the intensity of the
stimulus. As the luminance contrast of the target increased, the SLR latency
decreased and the magnitude of the EMG signal increased. A surprising
observation in Chapter 4 was that the SLR was consistently present following a
delayed go-cue that conveyed no spatial information about the direction of the
reach (this information had been previously supplied 1000 ms earlier with the
brief flash of the target location). In the same delayed response task, the SLR
appeared following the flash of the spatially informative target, even in cases
when the go-cue had not yet been given, and the participant successfully
withheld a voluntary response. Taken together, these results suggest the
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possible existence of a circuit that is not only able to quickly transform visual
information into muscle commands for reflexive orienting, but is also capable of
suppressing voluntary responses until a go-cue is detected. Among the possible
candidates for such a circuit, the most promising seems to be a retino-tectospinal circuit with a basal ganglia loop.

5.2 Future directions
The studies reported in this thesis generated a number of new avenues for future
research. Some of the more promising proposals are sketched out here.
Does the retinal contrast response function determine visuomotor capture by
luminance contrast?
There is strong evidence that the relative strengths of responses to stimuli of
varying luminance contrast are largely preserved from the first volley of spikes
that arrive from the retina (Carandini & Heeger, 2012; Thorpe, Delorme, & Van
Rullen, 2001; Vanrullen, 2003). The results reported in Chapters 3 and 4 are
broadly consistent with the idea that there is a preservation of the rank order of
visual response intensities (and latencies) throughout the visual processing
pathways, and that the preservation of this order has implications for both
involuntary and voluntary responses during target directed movements.
Specifically, there are interesting implications of the finding that individual
differences in the differential processing speeds for low- and high-contrast stimuli
predict how strongly reach trajectories will deviate toward a salient target. Do
these processing speed differences arise from individual idiosyncrasies in the
retinal contrast response function? Or are there individual differences in the
speed of integration of retinal signals, somewhere along the visual pathway?
Marino et al (2012) demonstrated that the intensity of a visual stimulus was
correlated with the timing and magnitude of the visual response in SC, as well as
the latency and metrics of the ensuing saccade. Thus, the SC would be an ideal
location to test for similar effects when there are intensity differences between
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multiple simultaneous stimuli. This would be a step in the direction of
characterizing the ability of SC to flexibly categorize stimuli in terms of their visual
intensity. After characterizing the temporal and spatial effects of multiple stimuli
with varying intensity, it would be interesting to find a way to test whether the
dynamics observed in the SC are a direct function of the retinal contrast
response function. One way to do this would be to assess retinal transduction
efficiency with electroretinography.
How correlated are saccadic and reach trajectory curvature during visually
guided pointing tasks?
As noted in the general introduction of this thesis, there is a striking similarity
between the results of Ghez et al (1997) and Van der Stigchel et al. (2013).
Taken together, these two studies showed that eye movements and reaching
movements share a common range of target separation within which trajectory
averaging is most likely to occur. Specifically, the transition from a unimodal
distribution of endpoints between the targets to a bimodal distribution with modes
centered on the two targets occurred at roughly 40 degrees of angular separation
between the two targets. This is broadly consistent with the idea that, at some
point in the intermingling of saccadic and reach-related sensorimotor processing,
a common map is exerting an influence (Zehetleitner et al., 2011).
A simple first approach to this question would be to design a compelled response
task in which reaches and saccades to presented targets of varying angular
separation are recorded. The degree of correlation between the averaging of eye
and hand trajectories would be a good test of the hypothesis that they are
mutually influenced by a common priority map. A negative result would allow us
to throw this hypothesis out. A positive result would be less instructive, however.
It could be the case that significant correlations between eye and hand curvature
are simply due to general computational principles common to neural circuits that
mediate sensorimotor transformation.
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How visual is the visual response in neck and upper limb muscles?
This proposal is fairly straightforward. Given the evidence presented in Chapter 4
that the upper limb SLR can be evoked by a delayed, spatially uninformative gocue, it is reasonable to ask whether that go-cue must be visual, or whether it can
be any sensory modality. There are solid reasons to predict that the latter is the
case. There is strong evidence that the SLR is mediated by a retino-tecto-spinal
pathway. An extensive argument for this can be found in the discussion of
Chapter 4. Moreover, both the SC and reticular formation perform operations on
inputs from multiple sensory modalities (Meredith & Stein, 1985; Yeomans et al.,
2002).
A simple instructed delay task would allow us to test this hypothesis. After the
brief presentation of a visual target in the periphery, the participant would wait
until an auditory cue to begin the reach. Other modalities, such as touch (e.g., an
air puff on the cheek or forehead) could easily be adapted to the task.

5.3 Conclusions
Unlike previous studies that were unable to disentangle the effects of salience
from the effects of the mere presence of a distractor or extra target, the original
research presented in this thesis demonstrates that the luminance contrast of
targets exerts a sharp, transient effect upon the trajectories of reaching
movements. Specifically, reach trajectories deviate toward the target(s) with the
highest luminance contrast. It was further demonstrated that salience and
numerosity have distinct, separable time courses with respect to their effect upon
the reach vector. Salience comes online quickly and vigorously, after which it
logarithmically diminishes in influence. Numerosity takes longer to come online,
but it exerts a persistent, non-diminishing influence after it plateaus. The degree
to which a given individual is likely to reach toward a salient target can be
predicted by how quickly they are able to process visual stimuli of varying
intensities. This relationship between the magnitude and the speed of salienceinduced effects was also demonstrated in human upper limb muscles during a
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reaching task. Stimulus-locked muscle responses diminished in magnitude and
increased in latency as the intensity of the stimulus grew weaker. Finally,
oscillations observed in the stimulus-locked muscle responses were consistent
with an account in which such responses are mediated by a tecto-reticulo-spinal
pathway. Taken together, the findings in this thesis represent a solid contribution
to the scientific understanding of how bottom-up salience influences
sensorimotor processing for the skeletomuscular system.
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Salience Bias for Rightward Reaches in Experiment 1
In the main manuscript of the present study, we presented the results of
experiment 1 (E1) only in the context of trials where the final target appeared on
the left side of space. This was done for the sake of simplicity. However, as
mentioned in the main manuscript, in nearly every case, the effects observed in
trials where the final target appeared on the left (i.e., end-left) were also
observed in trials where the final target appeared on the right side of space (i.e.,
end-right). For example, in E1, a robust effect of salience was observed not only
for end-left trials (Figure 2.2, main manuscript), but also for end-right trials
(Supplementary Figure 1).
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L:H and L:L

Distance (mm)
Supplementary Figure 1. Results from E1: an overhead plot of average reach
trajectories (A) toward the target displays indicated above the plot. Only end-right trials
are shown. Shaded areas in the trajectory plot represent average standard error. The
dark lines in (B) indicate the lateral deviation difference between trajectories in the H:L
(i.e., high salience target left versus low salience target right) and L:L conditions
(magenta) and between trajectories in the L:H and L:L conditions (cyan). Shaded areas
in the difference plot represent 95% confidence intervals.

Supplementary Methods for Experiment 2
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The present study is the latest in a string of studies that suggest that when
participants are required to reach toward a display of multiple potential targets,
initial trajectories reflect the spatial distribution of those targets. This means that
biases in the trajectories reflect not only the number of targets on each side of
space, but the lateral position of those targets as well (Chapman et al., 2010a).
In order to control for this factor in experiment 2 (E2) of the present study, we
determined the location of the potential targets for the initial display of a given
trial by choosing them from a hexagonal cluster of seven targets (Supplementary
Figure 2A). Whenever targets were displayed from a cluster, the central target
was always displayed, along with other randomly selected targets
(Supplementary Figure 2B). Thus, over the course of the experiment, the lateral
position of potential targets was balanced.
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Supplementary Figure 2. Configuration of target display (A) and method of selecting
locations for the potential targets (B). For a given trial, potential targets were chosen
from two hexagonal clusters of seven targets. The central target of each cluster was
located 9 cm to the left or right of the central fixation cross. All targets within a cluster
were 3 cm apart (from center to center). Out of the seven possible targets in a cluster,
only zero, two, or four were chosen to be targets in the initial display for a given trial (B).
If any targets were displayed, the central target was always displayed, along with other
randomly selected targets from the cluster.

Attenuation of Spatial Averaging Bias in Experiment 2
One interesting result of the salience manipulation we employed in E2 was that it
apparently attenuated the typically strong spatial averaging bias. That is, even
when target salience was held constant, participants in the no-delay group
initiated reaches that were only weakly drawn toward the side of space with more
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targets (Supplemental Figure 3A), as evidenced by a significance function that
only intermittently dipped below 0.05 (Supplemental Figure 3B). The spatial
averaging bias was also attenuated in the delay group participants, although the
separation between the trajectories was larger (Supplemental Figure 3A) and

Target displays

more significant (Supplemental Figure 3B) than that of the no-delay participants.
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Supplementary Figure 3. Results from E2: an overhead plot of average reach
trajectories (A) toward the target displays indicated above the plot. Data from both nodelay (top plot) and delay (bottom plot) groups are shown. Only end-left trials are
shown. Shaded areas in the trajectory plot represent average standard error. The graph
(B) shows the results of the functional ANOVA that evaluated differences between the
trajectories presented in (A). Significance functions for both the no-delay (solid blue line)
and delay (dotted blue line) groups are shown.
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No Practice Effects in Experiment 2
We tested whether the task irrelevance of target salience would, over time,
become more evident in the behaviour of participants in the no-delay group. We
binned trials into three groups based on block order (i.e., blocks 1-3, blocks 4-7,
and blocks 8-10) and ran a functional ANOVA upon the associated average
trajectories (Supplementary Figure 4). There was no point at which the
trajectories significantly differed from one another. This leads us to conclude
that, within the time frame of an experimental session, participants were not able
to learn to ignore the salience of potential targets.

Supplementary Figure 4. Overhead view of no-delay group average trajectories for the
2H:4L display (left plot). Shaded bands represent average standard error. Also plotted
are the results of the corresponding functional ANOVA (right plot) that compared the
average trajectories of blocks 1-3, blocks 4-7, and blocks 8-10. The plot shows the pvalue as a function of the distance of the hand from the touchscreen. The red line
represents the alpha at 0.05.

As mentioned in the main manuscript, we speculate that this could be due to the
overwhelming task-relevance of salience in many other natural contexts.
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Breaking this instinct may be a possibility, but this would require more trials (and
therefore more feedback) than this experiment provided.
Traditional Statistical Analysis of Trajectory Differences
Due to the relative novelty of functional data analysis in the context of movement
kinematics, we supply here a supplemental statistical analysis of trajectory
differences with ANOVA. Instead of assessing differences in variance as an
entire function of some other variable (as one would do in functional data
analysis), we instead sampled the lateral deviation function at a specific point
(i.e., at 30% of the reach) and submitted the resulting data points to an ANOVA.
For those interested in functional data analysis, the text by Ramsay and
Silverman (2005) is a good resource. For details on how we applied this
technique to our data, please see supplemental materials in past publications
(Chapman et al., 2010a, 2010b; Gallivan et al., in press). The results of the
traditional analysis are displayed in Supplementary Table 1 below.

Supplementary Table 1. Traditional repeated-measures ANOVA comparing average
trajectories for various conditions of interest at 30% of the movement distance. Average
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differences between conditions, along with standard error of those differences, are
displayed in milliseconds. Significant comparisons are highlighted in pink.

Notice the reversal of significance between delay groups in the first four
conditions. The first two conditions tested the effect of spatial probability (i.e.,
how much of a bias was introduced by the distribution of potential targets) within
the two levels of salience. While for the no-delay group there was no detectable
effect of spatial probability at the point sampled here (30% of the reach), we note
that the functional ANOVA reached significance earlier in the reach for this
particular comparison. The third and fourth conditions tested the effect of
salience. There were relatively large and significant differences for these
comparisons in the no-delay group, but there was a striking eradication of these
differences in the delay group.
The fifth condition compared responses to mirror images of a display with two
high salience targets on one side and four low salience targets on the other.
There were significant differences in both the delay and no-delay groups, but
there was a reversal in the sign of the difference, as noted in the main
manuscript. The sixth condition compared baseline trials (i.e., only two targets
on one side of space, with trajectories that move in a straight line toward the
targets) with a spatially uneven condition (four high salience versus two high
salience). The motivation for showing the results of this comparison was to
highlight the fact that trajectories in the delay group were still quite different from
baseline, even when trajectories were biased toward the four targets instead of
the two on the other side. This suggests that participants were not engaging in a
conscious strategy, and that their reach trajectories, even after a 500 ms
preview, were still primarily controlled by non-conscious mechanisms.
Analysis of Kinematic Measures in Experiment 2
We analyzed reaction times (Supplemental Table 2) from E2 with a mixed-design
ANOVA. Reaction time was calculated as the time elapsed between the
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sounding of the auditory go-cue (either concomitant with or 500 ms after
presentation of the target display) and the release of a start button.

RT
Delay

Condition

No Delay

162.12

2L (left)

199.46

163.53

2L (right)

195.30

161.82

2H (right)

195.86

163.03

2H (left)

196.83

175.16

2L:2L

198.80

172.05

4L:4L

197.17

174.95

2L:4L

199.69

175.98

4L:2L

197.71

172.21

2L:2H

196.19

175.43

4L:4H

197.47

176.52

2L:4H

197.68

174.77

4L:2H

200.04

172.98

2H:2L

197.32

176.12

4H:4L

198.68

176.58

2H:4L

197.10

171.70

2H:2H

199.03

174.20

4H:4H

197.69
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174.73

2H:4H

197.44

173.70

4H:2H

199.95

Supplementary Table 2. Average reaction times (ms) for all display configurations in E2,
organized by delay group (i.e., delay or no-delay).

In the delay group, the first four conditions (baseline conditions) had significantly
faster RTs than the rest of the conditions, among which there were no significant
differences. There were no significant differences in RT for the no-delay group.
The general absence of RT differences is a consistent finding in studies where
the multiple target reaching task is employed. We have argued that this
phenomenon is due to the stringent reaction time constraints that we impose
upon the task itself (i.e., participants must react within 325 ms or the trial is
aborted).
We also analyzed movement time (Supplemental Table 3) from E2 with a mixeddesign ANOVA, this time including the factor of final target location (i.e., the side
of space upon which the final target appeared). Movement was calculated as the
time elapsed between the release of the start button and contact of the
participant’s finger with the touchscreen.

MT
Delay

No Delay

Left

Right

Condition

Left

Right

393.31

N/A

2L (left)

407.32

N/A

N/A

383.15

2L (right)

N/A

388.98

N/A

382.79

2H (right)

N/A

390.52
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397.48

N/A

2H (left)

401.76

N/A

465.71

425.60

2L:2L

448.73

427.04

466.60

430.78

4L:4L

459.87

433.72

469.33

426.62

2L:4L

459.89

431.76

458.03

433.30

4L:2L

449.55

422.38

464.14

431.73

2L:2H

462.59

420.00

467.13

432.29

4L:4H

467.30

424.58

468.52

425.53

2L:4H

470.14

425.63

458.40

433.33

4L:2H

458.53

422.11

462.98

432.95

2H:2L

438.68

433.83

463.45

438.10

4H:4L

442.35

435.96

465.80

430.56

2H:4L

445.48

442.90

460.40

431.13

2H:2H

452.17

430.53

464.34

434.28

4H:4H

452.50

429.16

474.47

433.10

2H:4H

455.60

431.84

460.85

433.98

4H:2H

451.31

436.72

Supplementary Table 3. Average movement time (ms) for all display configurations in
E2, organized by delay group and whether the final target appeared on the left or the
right side of the display.

There was a strong effect of condition upon movement time. This effect was
driven predominately by the differences between baseline and non-baseline
trials. As might be expected, baseline trials had significantly faster movement
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times than non-baseline trials. This difference can be attributed to the fact that
trajectories in the baseline conditions were essentially direct toward the target,
and thus required no online correction. This effectively reduced the distance
travelled, as well as any temporal cost associated with overcoming the
momentum of the initial trajectory vector.
Also present was a strong effect of final target location. In both baseline and
non-baseline conditions, trials where the final target appeared on the right had
significantly faster movement times than trials where the final target appeared on
the left. Presumably, this effect is a reflection of skeletomuscular constraints of
the right arm and how these constraints interacted with the task requirements.
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